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ABSTRACT
DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURE OF SEMICRYSTALLINE POLYMERS
AS CHARACTERIZED BY NMR, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO
MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES
SEPTEMBER 1999
WEIGUO HU, B.S., TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY
M.S., TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Klaus Schmidt-Rohr
In this dissertation the 180°-flip motion and morphology in polyethylene are
studied by solid-state NMR. An explanation of the varying (ultra)drawability of
semicrystalline polymers in terms of ttc-relaxation chain mobility is proposed. Crystalline
domains composed of "polyethylene-like" chains in soil organic matter are detected and
characterized.
In high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and in ultra-high molecular-weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers, the 180° chain-flip motions are observed in terms of
changes in the '^C-'^C dipolar couplings. In the HDPE sample, the motion is observed
directly via two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy, stimulated-echo decays, and ID
lineshape changes. The data yield an activation energy of 122±10 kJ/mol. In the fibers.
vi
the narrowing of natural-abundance '^C-'^C dipolar satellites indicates a flip rate of 1000/s
at 360 K.
IS
An explanation of the varying (ultra)drawability of semicrystalline polymers
proposed, based on NMR evidence of tte-relaxation-associated helical jumps and chain
diffusion through the crystallites of "ac-mobile" polymers. The chain motions provide a
mechanism by which these polymers can be ultradrawn to draw ratios >30, without
melting. Other semicrystalline polymers that lack a crystalline a-relaxation only have
draw ratios of < 14.
The structure of ultradrawn UHMWPE fibers is investigated by solid-state NMR.
A crystallinity of (88+2)% was determined by traditional NMR and a new adaptation
of the C NMR direct-polarization method. *H spin diffusion yields amorphous domain
sizes of 10±5 nm, and crystalline regions of 100+50 nm diameter. A second, highly
mobile, amorphous phase, making up (0.8+0.2)% of the sample, was detected by
NMR. The fraction of partially mobile, oriented interfacial material or tie-molecules in the
fiber was found to be -5%.
Crystalline domains composed of poly(methylene) chains have been
unambiguously detected by solid-state NMR and wide angle X-ray scattering in several
samples of soil organic matter, including surface soil (peat), humic acids from surface soil
and young coal, and humins. The crystallite thickness is deduced from the NMR-detected
melting range and spin diffusion experiments. The crystallites are expected to have
long residence times in the soil and may be related to the formation of petroleum.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1-1 Overview of the Dissertation
A wide variety of polymer products are being produced in the world and more are
being developed. So many different polymers are produced industrially because each
material has certain property limitations. For example, high-density polyethylene
(HDPE), a widely used strong and tough plastic, is not suitable for high temperature
applications. Its low melting point is only part of the reason. Already 50°C below the
melting point, at 80°C, the modulus ofHDPE is only 1/10 of the room temperature value.
Therefore, HDPE is not even a good candidate for hot drink cups. This phenomenon has
been attributed to the crystalline a-relaxation in polyethylene. 1 '2
The a-relaxation in semicrystalline polymers^ is related to important materials
properties like creep,^ annealing,^ and crystallization^. It has also been suggested that it is
related to the ability of semicrystalline polymers to be extruded in the solid state or drawn
to high draw ratio (ultradrawability).^'^^ As an example, ultraoriented polyethylene fibers
with draw ratios exceeding 100 can be produced that are extremely strong yet lightweight
and are used, for instance, in bullet-proof vests. ^-^'^^ However, such a relationship
between the ttc-relaxation and ultradrawability has not been studied mechanistically, and
other models of polymer deformation still prevail. At the same time, the molecular
mechanism of the crystalline a-relaxation has not be examined systematically. Especially,
although a model for the chain motion related to the ac-relaxation in polyethylene has been
suggested 1.1 5, 16 and indirectly confirmed by experiments 17-20, it has not been directly
proven. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the molecular mechanism of the a-
relaxation in PE in detail, and to compare it with similar processes in other polymers, in
order to achieve a fundamental understanding of the relationship between the crystalline a-
relaxation and ultradrawability.
The extraordinary mechanical properties of ultradrawn polyethylene fibers originate
from their special morphology. Various experimental evidences, such as high thermal
conductivity and tensile modulus, suggest a continuous crystalline phase, which would be
very different from that in HOPE. Therefore, investigation of this morphology is of both
fundamental and practical significance, providing an excellent example of a unique
microscopic structure that produces outstanding macroscopic properties.
While polyethylene is usually considered as one of the typical synthetic plastics, a
"polyethylene-like" component has also been found in soil organic matter. It has a long
residence time in soil and may be related to the formation of petroleum.21-26
investigation of the morphology and dynamics of this component is crucial to understand
its physical properties and the long residence time in soil.
The objective of this dissertation is thus to achieve a detailed understanding of
crystalline chain motion in PE, characterize the PE fiber morphology and understand how it
influences the chain dynamics, and explore the relationship between these microscopic
phenomena and macroscopic material properties. The "polyethylene"-!ike component in
soil organic matter is investigated, and its semicrystalline nature is identified by NMR as
well as wide-angle X-ray scattering.
2
1-2 Crystalline Chain Dynamics in Polymers
Many semicrystalline polymers have a crystalline dielectric and dynamic
mechanical a-relaxation (ttc) which is related to many important material properties.3-5,7
The underlying molecular mechanism of the a, relaxation is large-amplitude chain
translation and rotation. These motions have been elucidated by solid-state NMR in
various semicrystalline polymers, including POM 27-29 jpp 28-30 and PE0.29 in
polyethylene, 180° chain flips have long been considered as the dominant mode of the a-
relaxation in the crystalline regions. 1-15- 17,20 However, to date these flips have not been
observed directly, since the most accessible NMR interactions are invariant under the 180°
flip. As a result, its relationship to dielectric and dynamic mechanical relaxations, and
how it is affected by morphology, have not been well understood.
In Chapter 3 we report the direct detection of 180°-flip motion of chains in the
crystalHtes of '^C-'^C labeled HDPE. Using two-dimensional (2D) exchange, one-
dimensional (ID) lineshape change, and stimulated echo techniques, the temperature
dependence, activation energy, and correlation function of the motion are determined. The
crystalline chain dynamics in ultradrawn polyethylene fibers is examined by a dipolar
satellite-narrowing experiment. The influence of morphology on chain dynamics is
studied.
1 .3 Understanding Semicrystalline Polymer Ultradrawability
Not in all semicrystalline polymers do the crystalline chains undergo large
amplitude dynamics. In other words, the relaxation may be absent. Will this difference
in molecular dynamics result in differences in macroscopic properties?
3
It has been suggested that the relaxation is related to the ability of
semicrystalline polymers to be extruded in the solid state or drawn to high draw ratios
(ultradrawability) .6-12 Tensile drawing of semicrystalline polymers, to draw ratios of
greater than 20 ("ultradrawing"), up to several hundred,3 1 produces fibers of excellent
mechanical properties.13,14 Therefore, the drawability of many industrial polymers has
been investigated. It has been found to vary greatly, even for chemically similar
polymers. 12,32,33 Despite serious efforts, no ultrastrong fibers have been produced from
nylons,34-37 semicrystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET),38,39 syndiotactic
polypropylene (sPP),ll'12 qj. isotactic poly(l-butene) (iPBl),32,40 ^11 of which draw
poorly.
Explanation of the ultradrawability of semicrystalline polymers has been attempted
by many models, which includes sliding of fibrils^l, local melting and
recrystallization42,43^ solid-solid phase transition44, etc. Nevertheless, the observed
differences in drawability are not explained by these models.
With a detailed examination of crystalline aj,-relaxation chain dynamics and
ultradrawability, we find a fundamental relationship between these two phenomena.
Chapter 4 presents an explanation of the varying (ultra)drawability of semicrystalline
polymers, based on NMR evidence of oc^-relaxation-associated helical jumps and chain
diffusion through the crystallites of polyethylene and several similarly "a^,-mobile"
polymers. The motion through the crystallites is thermally activated and the applied stress
only biases the direction of the jumps; this explains the crucial role of temperature and rate
in tensile drawing and solid-state extrusion processes. Various stages of drawing are
distinguished and other models of ultradrawability are discussed critically.
4
1-4 Morphology of Ultradrawn Polyethylene Fibers
As the chain mobility-ultradrawability relationship indicates, the polymers which
have tte-relaxation chain mobility can be ultradrawn. PE is the most prominent example.
Upon ultradrawing, ultraoriented, highly crystalline fibers can be produced, which exhibit
excellent modulus, strength and impact resistanceJ3,14 jhe morphology of ultradrawn
polyethylene fibers has been studied by various techniques. However, many issues have
not been clearly understood. A precise and model-independent measurement of crystallinity
has not been obtained. The sizes of crystalline and amorphous domains need to be
determined, since they are crucial for establishing a correct structural model for the fibers.
It has been suggested that in drawn semicrystalline polymers, there are crystal-trapped
rigid-gauche segments. 10 There have also been reports about the presence of a highly
mobile component in the fibers45,46 However, its properties were not well characterized,
and a convincing interpretation is lacking.
In chapter 5 we describe a close examination of the fiber morphology by solid-state
NMR experiments and comparison with other techniques. The crystallinity is determined
by traditional 'H NMR lineshape decomposition, and by a new adaptation of '^C NMR
crystallinity determination for polyethylenes with extremely long crystalline T, relaxation
times. The sizes of amorphous domains and crystalline regions are estimated by 'H spin
diffusion. '^C spectra are examined for partially mobile, oriented inteifacial material or tie-
molecules and for proposed rigid gauche conformers. A detailed chaiacterization of the
highly mobile component is given and a possible association with voids is discussed.
Based on these observations, a five-component structural model for ultradrawn PE fibers is
proposed.
5
1-5 Crystalline Domains in Humic Siih^tnnrp^
Soil organic matter (SOM) represents a major component of the world surface
carbon reserves. The structures of individual SOM fractions regulate their reactivity,
property, and functions, but are poorly understood. A better understanding of SOM
structures, particularly humic substances, would help to determine their origin and genesis,
reactivity, and roles in environmental processes.
So far, SOM was considered to be amorphous. In Chapter 6 the discovery of
aliphatic crystalline domains in SOM is described. Thin crystallites composed of (CHj),,
("polymethylene-like") chains are unambiguously detected by solid-state NMR and wide
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) in several samples of soil organic matter, including surface
soil (peat), humic acids from surface soil and young coal, and humins. From the NMR-
detected melting range and 'H spin diffusion experiments, the crystallite thickness is
deduced. The crystallites are expected to be resistant to environmental attack and thus have
long residence times; they may be related to the formation of petroleum21-26 yheir
presence may affect many physical and chemical properties of soil organic matter.
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CHAPTER 2
NMR BACKGROUND
2. 1 Nuclear Magnetic Interactions in Polymers
What NMR spectroscopy detects is various nuclear magnetic interactions 1, which
in turn reflect the chemical structure and motion of the molecules2,3. in this section the
commonly encountered 'H and "C magnetic interactions will be discussed. These two
nuclei are the most common NMR-relevant nuclear species in polymers.
2.1.1 ^C Chemical Shift Anisotropv (CSA)
Chemical shift in the solid state is a tensor, which means that the resonance
frequency is dependent on the relative orientation of the tensor and magnetic field. In static
C spectra of an isotropic sample, the signal has a distribution over a frequency range
("powder pattern") which is determined by the three principal values of the chemical shift
tensor. For example, the powder pattern of PE spreads from 13to51 ppm, i.e., about 40
ppm wide.
The principal values of chemical shift tensor can be read off from a powder pattern.
To determine the orientation of the tensor relative to the molecular stmcture, analysis of one
or several of the following spectra may be needed: (I) ID spectrum of an oriented sample;
(2) 2D correlation spectrum, often C-H dipolar coupling/CSA correlation; (3) ID spectrum
reflecting both chemical shift and one other interaction, for example, C-C dipolar coupling
(see Chapter 3).
Segment motion produces averaging effects on the chemical shift tensor, therefore,
the change of powder pattern often reveals many details of molecular motion.^ For
materials with complex chemical structure, the powder patterns of the many different
carbons overlap. To elucidate the chemical structure of solid material, it is usually desired
to remove the overlap. Magic angle spinning (MAS) is widely used to remove the chemical
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shift anisotropy so that sharp peaks reflecting isotropic chemical shifts are obtained (see
Chapter 5 and 6).
2.1.2 ^H-'H Dipolar Coupling
In most polymers there are abundant hydrogen atoms. Because of their large
gyromagnetic ratio and spatial proximity, 'H-'H dipolar coupling is very strong, usually >
30 kHz in rigid polymers. On the other hand, the 'H chemical shift is on the order of ppm,
which is only several kHz in modern superconducting spectrometers. Therefore, 'H-'H
dipolar coupling usually dominates solid-state 'H spectrum.
Since molecular motion produces an averaging effect on the 'H-'H dipolar
coupling, the 'H spectrum is a good indicator of molecular motion. In the extreme case, in
solution because of the fast tumbling of the molecules, the dipolar coupling is completely
averaged out and only the isotropic chemical shift remains.
'H spectra can give detailed information about molecular motion. Fig. 2.1 shows
'H spectra of 1,22-docosanediol before and after a solid-solid phase transition. The
lineshape of the sample undergoes a dramatic change when heated past a phase transition.
Calculation of the second moment of the spectra indicates that below the transition, chains
are not undergoing fast 180°-flip motion^. Above the transition temperature, chains are
rotating very fast, but there is no or very slow lateral diffusion and motion along the chain
direction, i.e., the phase is solid-like^-S This example illustrates the details of molecular
dynamics one can obtain from 'H spectra.
Strong 'H-'H dipolar coupling leads to fast 'H spin diffusion (exchange of
magnetization over distance). Spin diffusion can be detected and is often exploited to
determine domain sizes of heterogeneous polymer systems, such as semicrystalline
polymers, polymer blends and block copolymers. 'H spin diffusion coefficient has been
determined experimentally^ and can be conveniently estimated by 'H spectrum linewidth,
which is a function of proton density and mobility.
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Fig. 2.1: H spectra of 1,22-docosanediol below and above the solid-solid
phase transition temperature, (a) 85°C. (b) 100°C. The very sharp peak in the
middle shows the existence of a highly mobile phase.
2.1.3 ^H-' 'C Dipolar Coupling
*H-'^C dipolar coupling is sensitive to C-H distance and segment mobility. The *H-
*-^C dipolar coupling constant for a rigid, directly bonded *H-^^C pair is - 20 kHz. *H-^^C
dipolar coupling is often used to distinguish domains of different mobility in heterogeneous
systems and to distinguish protonated and unprotonated carbons.
'H-'^^C dipolar coupling is widely exploited to achieve cross-polarization (CP),
which is a transfer of magnetization from *H to ^•'C in order to obtain a stronger
polarization. Since ^H-'^'C dipolar coupling is determined by C-H distance and mobility,
CP efficiency is often different for different chemical groups in the sample. For example,
protonated *"^C builds up magnetization much more quickly in CP than unprotonated
carbons. For the same chemical structure, segments in rigid domains have larger CP
efficiency than those in soft domains. Therefore, CP spectrum is usually not a quantitative
measurement of populations.
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'H-'^C dipolar coupling can also be used to achieve correlation between 'H and '^C
magnetic properties. For example, 2D widcline separation (WISE) spectroscopy 10, which
shows 'H-'H dipolar coupling in the first dimension and '^C chemical shift in the second
dimension, uses CP to relate 'H and '^C magnetization (see Chapter 6). A caution to be
taken is that since 'H spin diffusion is active during CP, the CP time should not be very
long.
In most of the '^C detection experiments, 'H-'^C coupling is removed by
continuous wave 'H irradiation, with a field strength no less than the 'H-"C coupling
strength. The decoupling may be interfered by segment motion, especially when the
motion rate approaches the decoupling field strength. As a result, MAS signals ai'e
broadened.
2.1.4 ^C-' ^C Dipolar Coupling
In natural abundance sample, the average distance between '^C nuclei is > 0.6 nm.
As a result, the average '^C-'^C dipolar coupling constant between neighboring '^C nuclei
is only a few Hz and thus often neglected. Nevertheless, in certain cases it can be useful.
In PE, as a result of the chain translation through the crystallites, '^C nuclei initially far
apart may get closer and enhanced spin exchange is observed.!^ Despite the extremely
small population of directly bonded '^C-'-'C pairs, they can be detected and the information
about the chain motion is obtained (see Chapter 3).
To take full advantage of '^C-'^C dipolar coupling, labeled sample are often
prepared so that '''C-'^C dipolar coupling can be observed more conveniently. In Chapter 3
a '^C labeled polyethylene is used to determine the chain motion in crystallites.
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2.2 Nuclear Maenetic Relaxation
Magnetic relaxation in polymers is usually caused by molecular motion which
provides fluctuating nuclear magnetic interactions. Relaxation times exhibit minimum
values when the correlation time of the motion approaches the resonance frequency.
2.2.1 T^Relaxation
'H-'H dipolar interaction is mainly responsible for 'H T, relaxation. 'H T, can be
long for rigid materials due to the lack of fluctuating 'H-'H dipolar interaction. For
example, it is > 100 s for 1 ,22-docosanediol at room temperature. Based on the similarity
of chain mobility, it can be rationalized that the intrinsic 'H T, of crystalline PE is similarly
long at room temperature.
The fast 'H spin diffusion usually plays an important role in 'H T, relaxation in
heterogeneous polymer systems. In PE, due to the chain mobility, the 'H T, relaxation in
the amorphous regions is < 1 s. The relaxed magnetization can quickly diffuse into the
crystalline regions so that the Tj in the crystalline region becomes much shorter, usually 1 ~
5 seconds (see Chapter 5).
2.2.2 ^H T
i
^Relaxation
The relaxation time T^p^^ of spin-locked 'H magnetization detects the modulation of
H-H dipolar couplings. It exhibits a minimum when the jump rate k = \/2x^ = yB,, where
T^. is the correlation time, y is gyromagnetic ratio and B, is the spin-lock magnetic field
strength. Since yB, is ~ 400 kHz, T,pH is especially sensitive to slow molecular motion.
The experimental measurement of T,p H is often complicated by spin diffusion in the
spin-lock field, due to different T, „ values in different regions (see Chapter 3). T^p^^
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relaxation occurs during CP, therefore, CP time should not be too long, especially for the
domains which have short T,p relaxation time.
2.2.3 ^C T^Relaxation
Intrinsically, '^C T, is caused by the modulation of C-H dipolar coupling and "C
chemical shift anisotropy as a result of motion. It is usually free of spin diffusion in namral
abundance samples on a time scale of seconds. Therefore, it is a good indicator of local
segmental dynamics. In amorphous PE at room temperature, the '^C T, is less than 1 s
because of the large amplitude motion, while in ultradrawn PE fibers, the '-^C T, of
crystalline core segments is ~ 5000 s due to the lack of chain mobility (see Chapter 5).
Nevertheless, '^C T, relaxation is sometimes not a totally local phenomenon. For
example, there are (at least) four processes that may lead to '-^C T, relaxation in the
crystallites of PE: (i) Chain flip motion (and other possible motion modes, see Chapter 3)
induces relaxation intrinsically by contributing to the spectral density near the Larmor
frequency, (ii) Chain oscillations induce relaxation intrinsically by contributing to the
spectral density near the Larmor frequency, (iii) Chain diffusion transports magnetization
from the fast-relaxing amorphous regions into the crystallites. ^ 3 (jy) '^c diffusion,
based on dipolar couplings between the '^C spins, transfers '''C magnetization from the
fast-relaxing amorphous regions into the crystallites.
In addition to backbone motion, side group motion can also facilitate both '''C T,
and 'H T, relaxation. Examples are methyl group rotation and phenyl ring flip. For
example, as a result of methyl group rotation, the 'H and '^C T, relaxation in crystalline
alanine is much faster than in glycine.
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2.2.4 T. * Relaxation
'H T2* is actually not an irreversible relaxation time, but the reversible 'H-'H
dipolar dephasing time. Being the inverse of 'H spectrum width, 'H T^* is usually a
sensitive measure to segmental mobility in the >100 kHz range, as discussed in Section
2.1.2. A 'H T2* filter, which selectively preserves the magnetization in the mobile regions
based on the difference in 'H T^*, is a useful component in spin diffusion experiments (see
Chapter 5). The WISE experiment also utilizes the'H T^* dephasing in the evolution
period. 'H T^* is less than 10 ^is in rigid and proton-rich materials, such as polyethylene,
and >20 )is for rubbery polymers.
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CHAPTER 3
CHAIN FLIPS IN POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLITES AND FIBERS
3.1 Introduction
The a-relaxation in semicrystalline polymers 1 is related to important materials
properties like creep 2 annealing,^ crystallization 4 extrudability,^ and drawability (see
Chapter 4). The underlying microscopic chain motions in the crystallites^ have been
elucidated by solid-state NMR in various semicrystalline polymers, including
polyCoxymethylene)^-^ isotactic polypropylene,8-10 and poly(ethylene oxide).9 Helical
jumps, which are surprising large-amplitude chain rotations, requiring concomitant
translations by full chemical repeat units, are directly detected by two-dimensional
exchange NMR^ in terms of changes of the angle-dependent '^C chemical shift or ^H
quadrupolar coupling. In poly(tetrafluoroethylene),l translational disorder and in
poly(vinylidene fluoride)^^^ trans-polybutadiene^^, and possibly in form-II of isotactic
poly(l-butene),15 dynamic conformational disorder of similarly large amplitudes has been
observed.
In polyethylene, 180° chain flips have long been considered as the dominant mode
of the a-relaxation in the crystalline regions.^' 16-19 However, to date these flips have
not been observed directly, since the most accessible NMR interactions are invariant
under the 180° flip. Chemical shift, geminal H-H dipolar, C-H dipolarl^ and ^H
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quadrupolar tensors20 are exactly inverted by the chain flip, which therefore leaves the
corresponding NMR frequencies unchanged. In NMR, the a-relaxation has been studied
by observing that the 'H spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame (T.^), which
reflects the modulation of long-range H-H couplings, strongly decreases with increasing
temperature for segments in the crystallites .21 However, most of the available NMR
data do not strictly exclude other possible explanations for the a-relaxation in PE. For
instance, straight displacement of the chain without rotation would account for most of
the available NMR data, including chain diffusion.22 The '^C-'^C satellite narrowing
observed by VanderHart23 in oriented PE is the only good NMR indication of chain
rotation in PE. Dielectric relaxation observes reorientation of C=0 defects in the chains,
with a strong direction dependence in oriented samples, which indicates chain rotation in
the crystallites.24 However, most of the defects may be located near the interface and
rotations of limited amplitude around the chain axis might also account for the dielectric
data. Recently, NMR line broadening has been interpreted as evidence that more than
half of the chains in the crystallites of various high- and low-density polyethylenes
undergo 180° flips in the kHz range at ambient temperature.25 Quantitative
interpretation of NMR, dielectric, and dynamic-mechanical relaxation measurements is
not straightforward and model dependent.
In this chapter, we present direct observation of the 180° flips in terms of the
reorientation of '•'C-'^C internuclear vectors in the crystallites of PE. As indicated in Fig.
3.1 (a), these C-C bonds reorient by the large bond angle of -112°, observed in terms of
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Fig. 3.1: Effects of 180^ chain flips on ^^C-^^C bonds in polyethylene. The external field
Bo is along the vertical direction, (a) General case of a 180°-flip in an unoriented
sample, producing a great change in the ^^C-^'^C bond orientation, from 0i to 82.
Consequently, the orientation-dependent frequency (o(0) will also be changed drastically,
(b) Effect of a chain flip in a chain in a slightly misaligned fiber that is part of a fiber
bundle oriented along the external field Bq. The average angle of 0i and 02 will be
similar for different degrees of slight misalignment.
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changes of the '^C-'^C dipolar couphngs in a specially prepared HOPE containing '^C-'^C
spin pairs. The correlation function of the chain reorientation is measured directly in
terms of the mixing time dependence of stimulated echoes of the dipolar coupling.
Combining these measurements with the analysis of line-shape changes at higher
temperatures, the activation energy of the motional process is obtained.
We also report the occurrence of chain flips in highly drawn ultra-high-molecular-
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers. These are engineering fibers with excellent
mechanical properties 26 which can be produced by tensile drawing of solid-state
extruded reactor powder to a final draw ratio of > 80. These fibers are ca. 90 %
crystalline^^ and believed to contain continuous crystals over micrometer length scales.28
This makes it doubtful whether chain flips, which require mobility and "slack" of chains
in the amorphous regions, are possible. On the other hand, under large stress, the
applicability of the fibers is limited mostly by creep29 which is related to the dynamic-
mechanical a-relaxation in the crystalline regions.^O Dielectric studies of the unoxidized
and unchlorinated fibers would be challenging. It is our goal to elucidate by NMR
whether and how the microscopic chain flips occur in the highly crystalline fibers. When
the fibers are aligned with the magnetic field (Bq) direction, dynamics of the C- C bond
can be observed in terms of the narrowing of the dipolar satellites produced by natural-
abundance *"^C spin pairs.23 The relation of the microscopic dynamics and the
macroscopic mechanical behavior such as creep and the dynamic-mechanical relaxation
will be discussed.
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3.2 Experimental
Samples. The melt-crystallized high-density polyethylene labeled with dilute
C- C spin pairs was prepared by copolymerizing -95% natural abundance and -5%
doubly C-labeled ethylene, using a titanium catalyst. 100 mg (3.4 mmol) of '^C-labeled
ethylene were transferred into an evacuated 2-liter flask containing the catalyst in
toluene, and then the remaining volume was quickly filled to atmospheric pressure with
85 mmol of unlabeled ethylene gas. The flask was sealed and then stirred for 24 hours,
producing a slurry of the polymer- and catalyst in toluene which was poured into an
excess of isopropyl alcohol.
The actual ratio of directly-bonded and isolated '-^C nuclei was determined to be
close to 4.4 : 1.1 in the analysis of the experimental '^C spectra shown below. The
sample was melted in a glass tube with 4-mm inner diameter and cooled in air. Two
heating cycles (up to 360 K for 2 hours) were applied before the variable temperature
Tip^H measurements. The sample before and after this thermal treatment is termed
HDPE-b and HDPE-a, respectively. A commercial random copolymer of ethylene and
hexene, produced by a Ziegler-Natta catalyst, was used to measure the minimum value of
Tip H- The mole fraction of hexene in the sample was 4.4%.
The ultradrawn UHMWPE polyethylene fibers (in a tape of a cross section of 0.1
mm X 1.8 mm) were kindly provided by the late Prof R. S. Porter. The molecular weight
(viscosity average) is about 4 x 10^ To produce the fibers, films of compacted Himont
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Hifax 1900 reactor powder were solid-state extruded at HOT to a draw ratio of 5,
followed by tensile drawing at 135°C resulting in a fibrous tape. The final draw ratio
achieved is 82-85, with a tensile modulus of up to 130 GPa. No isotope labeling was
used. A uniaxially oriented sample for the NMR experiments was produced by aligning
many layers of the tape parallel to each other and wrapping the bundle with Teflon®
tape, which is invisible in 'H-'^C cross-polarization experiments. Two sections of 6-mm
length were cut out and aligned in the NMR radio-frequency coil of 8-mm diameter. The
NMR spectra show that the fibers in the bundle are on average parallel within ±4°.
NMR Experiments. The NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker MSL-300
spectrometer at a '^C frequency of 75.48 MHz and a 'H frequency of 300.13 MHz.
Various NMR techniques were used to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the
material:
(1) C- C dipolar coupling 2D exchange experiment. As in the related 2D dipolar
DECODER experiment by Utz et al}^ the pure C-C dipolar coupling was detected in
both dimensions. An illustration of the pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 3.2, with the
main trace shown for the cosine dataset. For the sine data set, the two 90° pulses before
and after t^ are replaced by 45\ and 45\x, respectively, as shown at the bottom of the
figure. A double-quantum filter before the 2D exchange sequence was used to remove the
contribution from isolated '^C sites, which otherwise produces a very high peak in the
center of the spectrum, with concomitant baseline distortions. To minimize the non-
uniform excitation effect from the double-quantum filter, data with double quantum
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Fig. 3.2: 2D pulse sequence to detect reorientations of ^^C-'^c dipolar tensors. After a
Ti filter to suppress the amorphous-phase signal, a double-quantum filter removes the
signal of isolated ^^C spins (with (|) = x, y, -x, -y and \|/ = x, -y, -x, y). During the
evolution time ti, a single 180° pulse refocuses the chemical shift, retaining the pure *'^C-
'^C dipolar coupling. During the long mixing time t^, segmental reorientations may
occur, which are detected in terms of the changed *3C-I3c dipolar frequency. A Hahn-
solid-Hahn echo before detection allows for dead-time-free detection. During t2, a train
of 180° pulses with phases [a, a, -a, -a] perpendicular to the initial magnetization
constantly refocuses the chemical shift while points are acquired at the times denoted by
The sequence shown in the middle, with 90° pulses flanking the mixing time t^,
produces the cosine data set, while the 45° pulses indicated at the bottom yield the sine
data set.
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excitation / reconversion times of 140, 280, 420, 560, 700, and 840 were added up.
Before the start of detection, the dead-time problem was overcome by a Ilahn-solid-Ilahn
echo which refocuses both the chemical shift and the '^C-'^C dipolar coupling.32 The
experiment was performed at ambient temperature. The mixing time was 100 ms. The
signal of the amorphous regions was suppressed by a Ti ^ filter of 0.4 second. 48 data
points were acquired in the first dimension, for both sine and cosine data sets, with an
increment of 48 |is. The 'll decoupling field strength was (781/271) > 120 kHz in a coil of
5-mm diameter.
(2) Stimulated echo decay measurement,9,33 using the pulse sequence of Fig. 3.2
(cosine data set) with t2 = t, = 1.25 ms. The intensity of the '^C-'^C dipolar stimulated
echo produced at = ti was measured as a function of the mixing time t„,. A T, c-filter of
1.5 seconds and a double-quantum filter were applied to remove the signal contributions
of the amorphous phase and isolated ''C sites. The recycle delay was 3 s.
(3) ID '^C lineshape of the crystalline regions at various temperatures. A Ti c-
filter of 1.5 to 3 s was applied to remove the signal of the amorphous regions. It reduces
the signal of the all-trans segments by less than 10%. The recycle delay was 3 to 4 s.
Longer filter and recycle delays were used at higher temperatures. The decoupling field
strength was >120 kHz. Before detection, a Hahn-solid-Hahn echo32 with a total pre-
echo delay of 90 )is was applied at 3 1 0 K and below. A Hahn spin echo with a total pre-
echo delay of 32 |is was used at higher temperatures.
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(4) Narrowing of the '^C-'^C dipolar satellites at elevated temperature (360 K) in
UHMWPE fibers aligned along the Bo field. The pulse sequence was cross polarization
(CP) with 'H decoupled '^C detection. The decoupling field strength (yB,/27i) was 55
kHz. For each spectrum, approximately 20 000 scans were averaged, with a recycle delay
of7s.
(5) Crystalline Tip^H at various temperatures and sample orientations with respect
to the Bo field. The spin lock field (yB^/ln) was 55 kHz. The pulse sequence consisted
of a variable 'H spin-lock, cross polarization to '^C, a 0.6-s phase-cycled z-filter to
suppress the signal of the noncrystalline regions based on their short Ti c, and ^H-
decoupled C detection. The cross polarization time was 0.1 ms. Hardware
consideration limited the radio-frequency irradiation for the spin-lock to less than 30 ms.
3,3 NMR Techniques and Results
In the following sections, the principles and results of the various NMR
techniques applied to '^C-'^C labeled HDPE and unlabeled UHMWPE fibers will be
presented.
3.3.1 2D Exchange Spectrum
As an alternative to the treatment in ref ^ 1 where a similar experiment, but with
sample flip in the mixing time, was applied to polycarbonate, we describe the evolution of
the density operator in terms of simple Cartesian product operators. In the following
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derivations, S and L stand for two directly bonded '^c nuclear spins. We consider the
strong-coupling limit of the homonuclear dipolar coupling, where the difference of the
chemical-shift frequencies between S and L is always zero, as appropriate for the all-trans
conformation of crystalline polyethylene. Using Pauli matrices to represent the spin
operators of the spin- 1/2 nuclei,^ one obtains the following simple dipolar evolution
p(t) = (Sx + Lx) cos(cOd,i t,) + 2(SyL, + S^Ly) sin(cOd,i ti) (3.1)
where the dipolar-coupling frequency is
2 Ak r 2
01 is the angle between the magnetic field and the C-C bond before the mixing time, and
rcc is the distance between the two '^C nuclei. To obtain spectra with the maximum
possible quadrature information, two data sets were combined. As indicated in Fig. 3.2,
the "cosine" data set is obtained from the cosine-modulated magnetization by the
standard phase cycle of ±z storage, 90° readout pulse of phase a, and ±(a+90°) detection
phases, which yields a signal (cos(C0dj ti) cos(G)d 2 12)>.
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The sine data sets require more careful consideration. The necessary modification
of the pulse sequence is shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.2. By a 45°., storage pulse at the
end of the t] period, the density operator is converted to
(Sx +L^)cos(a)d it,) + 2
sin(a)d,iti) (3.2)
of which 2 Lz sin(cOd,i ti) survives after T2-relaxation of the transverse terms. By a
45% read-out pulse, this is converted to 2(1/728^+ l/V2Sy) (1/V2L2 + l/V2Ly)
sin(cOd
i ti), of which (S^Ly + SyL^) sin(cOd,i ti) becomes observable magnetization under
the action of the dipolar coupling, according to
(SzLy + Sy Lz) sin cOd iti >
(SzLy + SyLz) sin(cOd,i U) cos(cOd,2 12) - 1/2 (S, + LJ sin(cOdj tO sin(cOd,2 12) (3.3)
The observed signal is thus 1/2 (sin(o)d,i ti) sin(C0d,2 t2)). The factor of 1/2 must be
compensated by scaling the sine data set up by a factor of two. Acquiring the sine data
with twice the number of scans relative to the cosine data set is a convenient alternative
that yields a slightly better signal-to-noise ratio per unit time. This approach was
adopted here. The data were measured and combined in ti according to the TPPI scheme
and processed accordingly on the MSL spectrometer. To remove residual signal along the
antidiagonal which may be due to pulse imperfections, the sine data set was scaled by a
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factor of 1 .
1
before combination with the cosine data set. The experiment was performed
on sample HDPE-b and the spectrum shown in Fig. 3.3(a) was obtained in two days of
signal averaging. It exhibits intensity far from the diagonal, which indicates large changes
in frequency and orientation due to the motion in the 100-ms mixing time. The elliptical
ridges observed in the spectral intensity patterns are well known from exchange
NMR.34-10 They have an ratio of half-axis lengths of b/a = (2.5 ± 0.5). According to \tan
PI
= b/a,34, 10 this yields ^ reorientation angle p of (112 ± 5)° or (68 ± 5)°.
A simulation of the above exchange experiment is shown in Fig. 3.3(b). It is based
on a reorientation of the C-C bond by p = 112° before and after the 180° rotation around
the chain axis. A C-C bond length of 1.56 A (±0.0 1)A and a C-C-C bond angle of 1 12°
(±2)° were used in the simulation. Spectra with different double quantum evolution times,
as described in section 3.2, were added up. The experimental and simulated spectra are
slightly asymmetric due to the double quantum filtering. The jump rate used in the
simulation was 15 /s, which was determined by a stimulated echo measurement applied to
the same sample (HDPE-b) at the same temperature.
3.3.2 Dipolar Coupling Stimulated Echo Experiments
The intensity of the stimulated echo^'33 generated by the '^C-'^^C dipolar
coupling was recorded as a function of the mixing time to measure the correlation function
of the 180°-flip motion. The stimulated echo is due to the '^C sites that have the same
frequency before and after the mixing time. For a two-site jump process such as the 180°-
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(a) ^ (b)
0
Fig. 3.3: 2D exchange spectrum of the 13C-13C dipolar coupling in i^C-i^c pair
labeled HDPE. (a) Experimental spectrum, T = 293 K, t^ = 100 ms. (b)
Corresponding simulation for 180° flips. 30 contour lines are plotted between 0.8%
and 20% of the maximum intensity. The slight asymmetry of the spectrum is due to
the double-quantum filter, which does not excite equally the signals for all '3C-I3c
orientations. Integral projections onto the (O2 axis are shown at the top.
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on
flip motion, ideally the echo height after complete loss of correlation after long mixing
time is 1/2 of the original value at short t„,. Actually, spin diffusion between '^C nuclei
different chains further reduces the echo height at long mixing time. This restricts the
correlation-time measurements at low temperatures. The limitation at high temperatures
is the requirement of the slow-motion regime {x, > 2 t,), which means that during the
dephasing period t, and refocusing period tj = t, no reorientation of the '-^C-'^C pair
occurs. Therefore, we limited our measurement to temperatures < 3 10 K (t^ > 20 ms).
Fig. 3.4 shows the echo height decay as a ftinction of the mixing time at 280 K and
310 K. At 310 K, a constant value of ~ 1/2 is observed between 0.1 s and 0.5 s. At t^ >
1 s, the echo height decays to < 1/2 due to spin diffusion. At 280 K, where the motion is
slower, the echo decay due to reorientation and spin diffusion occurs on similar
timescales.
Fig. 3.5 (a) shows the correlation function in sample HDPE-a at various
temperatures as a function of reduced mixing time, tJXc, where Tc is obtained by best fit
with a single exponential fiinction. The fit with a stretched exponential exp(-(tm/Tc)'') for
P = 0.8 (±0.1) is shown in Fig. 3.5(b); here, Tc is obtained by best fit with the stretched-
exponential function. The stretched exponential is found to fit the experimental data
significantly better.
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Fig. 3.4: '3C-13C dipolar stimulated echo height as a function of mixing time at
(a) 280 K and (b) 3 10 K. At t^ < 0.5 s, the decay is due to reorientations of the
>3C-'3C vectors; at t^ > 0.5 s, there is a significant effect of spin diffusion
between chains of different orientation.
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Fig. 3.5: Correlation function from stimulated-echo decays vs. reduced mixing
time t/Tc at 290, 300 and 310 K. (a) single exponential fit. (b) stretched-
exponential exp(-(t/Tc)0-^) fit.
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3-3.3 Motional Rates from '^C-Lineshape Chanpes
The ID lineshape reflecting '^C-'^C dipolar coupling and chemical shift depends
on the motional rate, which can be quantified by comparison with simulated spectra.
According to Abragam35, the lineshape of a single segment which undergoes jumps
between two sites with average frequency w and splitting 26 is given by
^ ^ (CO- CO)' + 2{co - Wf {le -5') + 5' ^^-"^^
where k is the flip rate k = \I2\
. For k « 6 (slow limit), two sharp lines at co = a)±5
are observed. For k » 5 (fast limit), only one sharp line at co = co is observed due to
motional averaging.
In the case of interest here, the frequencies w+S and o5-6 are produced by the
simultaneous action of '^C-'^C dipolar couplings and '^C chemical-shift anisotropics. For
a flip between two given CH2- CH2 segment orientations, the average frequency co
depends on both the (invariant) chemical-shift anisotropy and the average dipolar
coupling, while the splitting 5 reflects the difference between the dipolar couplings for the
two ^'^C-^'^C vector orientations. The calculation is performed most conveniently in the
principal-axes system of the '^CH2 chemical-shift tensor.36 Here, the orientations of the
^^C-'-^C internuclear vectors before and after the flip are fixed and well-defined, so that the
dipolar frequencies can be calculated easily from the angle between the Bq field and the
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C-'^C intemuclear vector.9 The powder spectrum is obtained by summing up spectra
calculated according to eq.(3.4) for all orientations of the Bq field, with the polar
coordinates (p, a) incremented by 0.5° and V, respectively. The parameters used in the
simulations are: a bond length and a bond angle of 1.56 A and 1 12°, respectively, as in the
2D exchange simulations; chemical shift principal values of 50, 35 and 13 ppm;37 '^C-'^c
spin pairs and isolated ''C population in a ratio of 4:1.
Fig. 3.6(a) shows the ID spectra of HDPE-a at various temperatures. The
lineshape changes at elevated temperatures as a result of the chain motion. Figure 3.6(b)
shows the corresponding simulations based on 180°-flip motion, in which the chemical
shift is invariant while '•'C-'-^C dipolar coupling tensor changes. As seen from the figure,
the motion can be well described by this flip motion. The determination of the flip rate
from the one-dimensional lineshape is reliable in a window of rates between 1 00/s and
10^/s. Outside the window, the system is in the fast- or slow-motion limit and the
lineshape is not sensitive to the motional rate.
The best fits for 2D exchange (with pure dipolar coupling) and ID lineshape (with
both dipolar coupling and chemical shift) yield a C-C bond length of (1.56 ± 0.01) A and
C-C-C bond angle of (112 ± 2)°. The bond length result agrees well with neutron
scattering data but the lattice constant c predicted by the simulations is (2.59 ± 0.02) A,
which is bigger than the published value of 2.54 A from scattering^S. The conflict is even
more remarkable if the satellites positions in the UHMWPE fiber spectrum are applied to
calculate the c value. Our best fit for Ri and R2 peak positions (1740 and 620 Hz,
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Fig. 3.6: ID NMR lineshapes of the crystalline regions, reflecting dipolar
coupling and chemical shift, (a) Experimental spectra as a function of
temperature, (b) Corresponding simulations, with the indicated jump rates.
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respectively, which agree with experimental values within the error limit) yields a bond
length of (1.56 ± 0.01) A and a bond angle of (116 ± 2)\ The R2 peak position of 620
Hz directly gives a lattice constant c of (2.65 ± 0.02) A, much liigher than the published
value from scattering measurements. This agrees with the NMR results of VanderHart23,
who noticed that the position of R2, 600 Hz from the center, deviates from the value of
700 Hz calculated based on the dipolar coupling strength with c = 2.54 A from X-ray
scattering. He considered many potential reasons for the reduction of the coupling, but
the deviation was not fully explained. Our experiment was performed at a much higher Bq
field strength and nevertheless found that the R2 position remains the same (590 Hz).
This shows that the deviation is intrinsic, not related to the magnetic field strength.
3.3.4 Flip Rates in UHMWPE Fibers from Narrowing of Dipolar Satellites
Studying the motion in unenriched PE by reorientation of '^C-'^'C pairs is much
more difFicult because these spin pairs represent only an extremely small fraction
(2.2/10000) of all carbon sites. Still, in highly oriented polyethylene Fibers aligned with
the Bo Field the '^C-'"'C spin pairs produce observable dipolar satellites.23 A slight
distribution in chain orientations leads to a broadening of the satellite. If the motional rate
exceeds the width of the satellite, it narrows because the average dipolar frequencies for
slightly misaligned chains are all similar, see Fig. 3.1 (b) (pg. 20).
Various arrangements of '•'C nuclei occur statistically and can be distinguished
based on their '^C-'^C dipolar couplings: (a) isolated '^C sites (C); (b) directly bonded
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•^C pairs (R.) and (c) '^C pairs ('^C-C-'^C) separated by two bonds (R^). The spectrum
of site C reflects only the chemical shift, while sites R, and R^ experience chemical shift
as well as different dipolar couplings. When the fiber axis is aligned parallel to Bq, the
resonance frequency of site C does not have a strong angle dependence because one of the
principal axes of the chemical shift tensor is parallel to Bo. The angle dependence of the
R2 dipolar coupling is co(e) = -271.620 Hz (3cos2e-l)/2, where 0 is the angle between the
internuclear '^C-'^c vector and the Bq field. For R2, 0 = 0 and the angle dependence of
the frequency is small due to da3/d0|o = 0. On the other hand, the dipolar coupling of the
Ri pair, which is a)(0) =
-27C'3.0 kHz (3cos20-l)/2 with an average 0 angle of 34°, has a
strong angle dependence, dco/dOlj^. =
-27f70 Hz/°. Since the chain axes are not perfectly
aligned along the magnetic field, in the absence of significant chain motion the R, peak is
much broader than those of C and R2.
As proven for unoriented HDPE above, the crystalline chain motion in PE is a
180° chain-flip motion during which the chain flips by 180° and translates by one CH2
unit so that chain after the flip still fits the crystal lattice. In oriented PE, the flip motion
leaves the C chemical shift tensor invariant but the Ri dipolar coupling changes before
and after the flip for chains that are not perfectly aligned along Bq (see Fig. 3.1b).23
Thus, the 1 80° flip motion in the crystalline region will cause motional averaging of the Ri
signal due to the *^C-*^C bond reorientation. As a result, if the motional rate is high
enough, i.e. comparable to the low-temperature linewidth of the R\ peaks, we will see
narrowing of the R] satellites.
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Figure 3.7(a) shows the room temperature spectrum with two different vertical
scales, as well as corresponding simulations. The high and sharp central peak at 13 ppm
is due to isolated '^C spins. The broad and small peak (R,), at -1790 Hz from the central
peak, is one of the two dipolar satellites (indicated by arrows in the figure) of the directly
13 13bonded C- C pairs. The dipolar satellite at about 590 Hz from the central peak is
generated by '^C-C-'^C pairs (R2). The full widths at half height of the central and R,
peaks are 160 Hz and 650 Hz, respectively. The R2 peak overlaps with the tail of the
central peak, but it can be seen that it is sharper than the R, peak. From the single-site
signal shape it is clear that besides a major highly oriented component (-80%) that
contributes to the narrow part of the peak, there is a considerable amount of less oriented
segments in the sample (-20%) that contribute to the low and wide shoulder on the left.
Simulations were performed to fit the Ri peak at room temperature and at 360 K.
The orientation distribution used in the simulation was composed of two parts with
Gaussian angular distributions: a = 4° (80%) and 23° (20%)). Parameters used in the
simulation are the C-C bond length of 1 .56 A and the C-C-C bond angle of 1 16°. Gaussian
line broadening of 100 Hz was applied. The overall order parameter S2 can be estimated
from the simulation parameters to be 0.92 ± 0.02. Since the CP spectrum underestimates
the amorphous phase contribution, the actual S2 should be slightly lower than this value.
The experimental spectrum at 360 K is shown in Figure 3.7(b). The R2 peak is
almost invisible due to additional broadening of the central peak. The width of the Ri
peak is -350 Hz, showing significant line narrowing compared to the room-temperature
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Fig. 3.7: spectra of UHMWPE fibers with fiber axis parallel to Bq,
demonstrating motional narrowing of a ^^C-^^C dipolar satellite. The positions
of the satellites are indicated by the two vertical arrows, (a) Experimental
spectrum at room temperature (--300 K) and simulation (inset) of the dipolar
satellite for a flip rate of k < 10 /s. The upper trace of the experimental
spectrum was expanded vertically by a factor of 128. 100-Hz line-broadening
was applied, (b) Experimental spectrum at 360 K, and simulation (inset) for a
flip rate of k = 1000 /s. Narrowing of the dipolar satellite is observed clearly.
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width of Hz. This demonstrates that 180° Hip motion does occur in the highly
crystalline UIIMWPI- fibers. A simulation of the satellite line shape, based on formula
(4), is shown as an inset in Fig. 3.7(b). It gives a flip rate ol' (lOOO ± 300) Hz at 360 K.
Significant narrowing was not observed below 340 K. Besides the narrowing, the distance
of R, from the center peak decreases from 1790 Hz at room temperature to 1(,90 11/ at
360 K, consistent with VanderHart's observation in a different oriented polyethylcne.23
3.3.5 Motional Rates and Ti^^, Relaxation
The relaxation time T|p
,,
of spin-locked 'H magnetization in crystalline PC is
sensitive to the chain-flip motion. T|p,, detects the modulation of H-11 dipolar couplings.
It exhibits a minimum when the jump rate k = l/2Xc = 7B1. In our measurements, yBi =
350 kHz. Under the 1 80° chain flips of PH, the strongest dipolar interactions, the geminal
II-II dipolar couplings, arc invariant. However, the long-range couplings to most other
protons do change due to the flip.
Fig. 3.8 (pg. 45) shows T,p„ of the crystallites in IIDPE-a, and in UHMWPl-
fibers at two dilTerent orientations, as a function of temperature. Our measurements
cover only the slow-motion regime of T,p||, in which T^^,^^ decreases with increasing
temperature, toward its minimum of 'f,p||„,,„ ~ (0.9±0.3) ms, which was measured on the
crystalline CH2 units in the ethylene-hexene copolymer sample at a similar Bi field
(indicated by a dashed line). Because of the invariance of the strongest coupling, the
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depth of the T,p,H minimum in PE21 is less pronounced than, for instance, in the helical
jumps of the Ij helix^ of poly(ethylene oxide) .39
At low temperatures, the sensitivity of T.^h to the chain flips is compromised by
'H spin diffusion to the amorphous regions. Due to the higher mobility, 'H
magnetization in the amorphous regions relaxes faster. Therefore, these regions act as
"sinks" for magnetization in the crystallites, with the coupling between the domains
provided by 'H spin diffusion. In the UHMWPE fibers, spin diffusion occurs on a time
scale of 15 ms (see Chapter 4), but it should be noted that under the spin lock during the
Tip measurement, 'H-'H dipolar couplings and spin diffusion are reduced by a factor of
0.5. Thus, spin diffusion requires ca. 30 ms of spin lock to affect the magnetization in the
crystallites. Even more importantly, the small (-15%) (see Chapter 4) amorphous and
interfacial components in the fibers relax the crystalline regions only very inefficiently on
a time scale during which the exchange in a Goldman-Shen experiment is incomplete.
Therefore, the crystalline T,p of 23 ms (c//Bo) at 360 K is reduced little by spin diffusion
and reflects the intrinsic relaxation time in the crystallites to a good approximation.
Since relaxation carmot occur faster than the loss of correlation in the underlying
dynamic process, for the true rotating-frame relaxation without spin diffusion, T,p > Tc.
Thus, we conclude that the motional rate at 360 K must exceed (23 ms)"V2 = 20 Hz. This
lower limit is consistent with the flip rate of ~ 1000 Hz estimated from the satellite
narrowing.
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The combination of intrinsic T.^ relaxation and spin diffusion at lower
temperatures can lead to a complex behavior.40 However, it is certain that the apparent
T,p values for the crystallites are shorter than the true ones, since they are partially
equilibrated with the shorter T.^ in the amorphous regions. This reduces the apparent
activation energy, to 43 kJ/mol in our system.
It is interesting to note that T,p H of the crystallites in the fiber aligned with Bq is
twice as long as that of fibers perpendicular to Bq, at all temperatures measured. This
shows directly that the relaxation process originates in oriented regions in the sample. A
similar effect in the dielectric relaxation in highly oriented extruded polyethylene was
taken as evidence that the a-relaxation occurs in the crystallites.24
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Geometry of the Chain Motion in the Crystallites
The two-dimensional exchange NMR spectrum of Fig. 3.3 and the decay of the
stimulated echo height to 1/2 in Fig. 3.4(b) provide the most direct proof available to date
for exact 180° jumps in the a-relaxation of polyethylene. The off-diagonal intensity
pattern in the 2D spectrum depends sensitively and exclusively on the reorientation angle
of the '•'C-'''C intemuclear vector. As required for the 180° rotation of the chain, the
reorientation angle matches the C-C-C bond angle of 112°. There is no sign of a
significant distribution of reorientation angles; the spectrum is only consistent with a
width of less than ±7° around 1 12°.
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While the off-diagonal pattern reflects the reorientation geometry, the relative
intensity of off-diagonal and on-diagonal signals yields information on the number of sites
involved in the motion and the occupancy of these sites. This information is obtained in a
more easily quantifiable manner from the stimulated-echo height, which reflects the
fraction of the intensity along the diagonal in the 2D spectrum. The final echo height of
1/2 observed in Fig. 3.4(b) at 0.1 s < t„, < 0.5 s, i.e. before spin-diffusion sets in, shows
that at long times, the probability of a '^C-'^C bond being parallel to its original
orientafion is 1/2. This confirms the 180° flips, which involve exactly two bond
orientations.
Both the well-defined geometry and parallelity of bonds contradict Wunderlich's
simulations that predict major disorder in polyethylene crystallites at -300 K.41
NMR by Hentschel et al. shows that the C-H bonds in HOPE undergo fast librations
with a root-means-square amplitude of only 4° at 295 K.^O This is consistent with the
observation of little modonal averaging of the '-^C-'^C dipolar couplings in the one-
dimensional spectrum obtained at 300 K, see Fig. 3.6 bottom.
3.4.2 Correlation Function
The stimulated-echo decay measures the occupancy of C- C bond orientadons
parallel to the initial orientation, as a function of the mixing time tm. Thus, it maps out
the correlation function of the motion. For a jump motion between two equally probable
bond orientations, this correlafion function is given by po(t) = exp(-tm/Xc). The correlation
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time Te is related to the jump rate k between the two sites according to = l/2k The data
displayed in Fig. 3.5 show that a stretched exponential ^xp(-(tjx,f) with p = 0.8 gives a
significantly better fit than a mono-exponential function. This indicates the superposition
of correlation functions with different relaxation times. The p value of 0.8 corresponds to
a width of the relaxation time spectrum of about 0.5 decades 42 which is close to the
result obtained for the dielectric a-relaxation43 while significantly narrower than that of
the dynamic-mechanical a-relaxation.44
The decay of the correlation functions to a final value of 1/2 indicates that the
chain energies before and after the jump are similar. This is in agreement with 3D
exchange NMR observations on POM, where little preference for return jumps was
found.9 A difference could arise due to the change of the length and torsion of the chain
segments in the amorphous phase on either end of the chain stem in the crystal.
3.4.3 Motional Rate of Chain Flips in HDPE
The temperature dependence of the motional rates of the 180°-flip motion, as
obtained from the lineshape analysis of Fig. 3.6 and from stimulated-echo measurements,
is shown in the Arrhenius plot of Fig. 3.9. Data points at T > 290 K fall on a straight
line. The points at the lowest rates and temperatures have higher apparent rates, due to
temperature-independent spin diffusion (see Fig. 3.4) which contributes to the
stimulated-echo decay. Therefore, they were excluded from the determination of the
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Fig. 3.8: Tip H data at various temperatures: (o) HOPE; (<>) UHMWPE fibers
with fiber axis perpendicular to Bq; (A) fiber axis parallel to Bq. The level of the
Tip^H minimum at 0.9 ms is indicated by the dashed line.
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Fig. 3.9: Arrhenius plot of the correlation times of the 180°-flip motion in the
crystallites obtained from the stimulated-echo decays ([]) and the ID lineshape
changes (o), see Fig. 6. The slope of the line yields an activation energy of (122 ±
10) kJ/mol. Points at the lowest temperatures were excluded from the fit since
spin diffusion increases the rate of exchange artificially.
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activation energy. The activation energy of the motion obtained from the slope of the line
is Ea = (122±10) kJ/mol. This result is close to dielectric relaxation results of Ea = 99
kJ/mol in lightly chlorinated43 and Ea = 106 kJ/mol in lightly oxidized high-density
polyethylene .45-' For various polyethylenes, values of 100-120 kJ/mol are quoted for
the dielectric and dynamic mechanical crystalline a-relaxations.^
Recently, it was proposed that 60 - 90% of chains in both high and low-density
polyethylenes undergo fast 180° flips in the kHz range at ambient temperature.25 This
conclusion was based on a bimodal lineshape and cross-polarization-inversion of the
crystalline signal in magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR spectra of various polyethylenes.
However, this bimodal lineshape is not observed in MAS spectra of similar PEs obtained
by other groups.46 The measurement of '^C-'^C bond reorientations in one- and two-
dimensional spectra presented in the present work allows for a much more direct
observation of the chain dynamics. The spectral lineshapes and Ti^^ relaxation times
shown above contain no signs of fast flipping units at ambient temperature. They
directly preclude that more than -20% of the crystalline segments in HDPE undergo fast
180° flips at 300 K.
The lineshape measurements described in this work depend on motional averaging
of orientation-dependent frequencies before and after the 180°-flip. Certain other
possible motional modes in the crystalline regions such as translation of chain without
flipping or 360° rotation with translation would not produce lineshape changes, but
reduce TipH due to the modulation of the resulting long-range H-H couplings. No
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indications of such motions are seen here or in chain-diffiision measurements 22 and their
calculated activation energies are
-higher than those for the chain flips.47
3.4.4 Dependence ofT
^^^
on
From the '^C Uneshape and T,p h measurements on the same sample at various
temperatures, a relation between T,p H and the correlation time of the 180°-flip motion can
be obtained. It is plotted in Fig. 3.10, which can be used as a calibration curve to estimate
the 180°-flip motion rate in a PE material from its T,p H, provided T,p h < 30 ms. Such a
curve should prove useful since T,p h can be measured very quickly and easily on any
polyethylene sample. The data points for the HOPE and the fiber fall in the same region,
which confirms that the same motional rates will lead to similar T,pH for different
polyethylene materials. When the motion is too slow (Xc > 50 ms), we find Tip h < Xc.
Smce the relaxation cannot be faster than the underlying motion, in this range the
relaxation must be dominated by spin diffusion from the amorphous regions, where Tip h
is short. Therefore, the upper limit below which the plot provides a reliable estimate of
the motional rate is T,pH < 30 ms.
3.4.5 Chain Flips in UHMWPE Fibers
The '^C dipolar lineshape and 'H T,p data consistently show that the 180°- flip
rate in the UHMWPE fibers at 360 K is by a factor of 1/20 slower than in HOPE. This
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Fig. 3.10: Tip^H as a function of correlation time Tc for (o) HDPE, (<>) UHMWPE
fibers with fiber axis perpendicular to Bq, and (A) UHMWPE fibers with fiber axis
parallel to Bq. The Tjp minimum at Tc = l/2yBi ([]) was measured on the ethylene-
hexene copolymer sample. The dashed line indicates where Tc = Tip ^- For Tip^n >
30 ms, effects of spin diffusion become significant. In that range, the Tc
dependence of Tip H plotted here cannot be expected to be valid for other PE
samples.
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slow-down is most likely due to the larger crystallite thickness in the highly crystalline
fibers. According to the empirical relation between crystallite thickness and the
frequency of the dielectric loss maximum,!^ the crystallite thickness in the UMMWPE
fibers is an order of magnitude larger than in the HOPE sample; the crystallite thickness
estimated on this basis would be 200 ± 100 nm. The crystal-thickness dependence of the
motional rate, combined with crystallite thickening at elevated temperature, is probably
also the cause for the difference between the motional rate in the HDPE sample before
(HDPE-b) and after (HDPE-a) annealing.
In the literature, the a-relaxation is sometimes termed a-transition and the
temperature T„ is treated as a transition temperature below which no motion takes place.
The continuous temperature dependence of the motional correlation time and the T
1 p.It
relaxation lime confirm that the motion does not set in abruptly at a specific "transition
temperature", as concluded on isotropic samples already a long time ago.^^
3.4.6 Comparison with Dynamic-Mechanical and Creep Measurements
The 180"-flips observed directly in this study occur in the crystalline regions. At
the same time, they must change the length of the chain segments in the amorphous
regions. The chain Hips occur between energetically equivalent states of the crystalline
part of the chain and therefore do not contribute to the mechanical relaxation. In contrast,
the length and associated conformation changes in the amorphous regions can lead to
energy dissipation, which results in a mechanical relaxation. This is fully consistent with
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the earlier observation that the mechanieal a-relaxation originates in the amorphous
regions but requires the participation of motion in the crystalhtes .6
The excellent mechanical properties of UHMWPE fibers at ambient temperature
are due to its high degree of parallel chain orientation and crystallinily, which in turn is a
result of its high drawability in the solid slate. In Chapter 4, we present strong evidence
that solid-state ultradrawability of polyethylene and other semicrystallinc polymers is
based on the chain translation associated with the crystalline a-relaxalion whose
elementary step we have studied here for polyethylenes. The 20-fold slow-down of the
flip motion compared to an isotropic sample is the likely origin of gradual strain hardening
during the high-temperature draw.26,48 significant creep that occurs in UHMWPE
fibers at elevated temperatures is a direct manifestation of the a-relaxation. In this regard,
the reduction of the motional rate is expected to reduce creep at ambient temperature.
The 20-fold reduction of the chain flip rate in the UHMWPE fibers compared to
isotropic HDPE is particularly interesting in view of the observation that the temperature
of the maximum mechanical loss modulus E" or G" at 1 Hz is similar for both types of
materials (60°C) 30,44^ ^s reported specifically by Ward and coworkers. In fact, the
flip rale that we have found in the UHMWPE fibers is close to the dynamic-mechanical
relaxation rate for ultra-high-modulus PE fibers obtained from data measured by Ohta et
al. (ca. 100 Hz at 360 K).30 In contrast, in common PE materials the macroscopic
mechanical relaxation rates and the microscopic flip rates found by dielectric relaxation or
NMR are different by about two orders of magnitude; at a temperature around 100°C the
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dynamical mechanical relaxation rate is ~ 100/s while dielectric and NMR rates are ~
10Vs.U6 The closer agreement of the rates of the two processes in the UHMWPE fibers
indicates that in the fibers, the 180° chain flip motion is more closely related to the
mechanical a-relaxation and creep. The 180°-flips occur in the crystallites, while the
mechanical a-relaxation is believed to originate in the amorphous regions .6 Since the
chains in UHMWPE fibers are much more extended, it is possible that the two phases are
more strongly coupled in their dynamic properties. Ohta et al also observed that by
incorporating small amounts of CH3 side groups into the main chain, creep of UHMWPE
fibers is effectively hindered.30 This corroborates that the chain flips in the crystallites
are indeed closely related to creep.
3.5 Summary
The 180°-flip motion of chains in the crystallites of '^C-'^C labeled HDPE was
directly confirmed using 2D exchange NMR spectroscopy. The temperature dependence
of the motional rate was determined based on ID lineshape changes and stimulated-echo
decays. An activation energy of (122 ± 10) kJ/mol was obtained, which is close to that of
the dielectric and dynamic-mechanical a-relaxations. A non-exponential correlation
function of the motion was observed in the stimulated echo experiments, indicating a
width of the relaxation-time spectrum of -0.5 decades. The relation between the T,p
f^
relaxation time in the crystallites and the correlation time of the 180°-flip motion was
directly determined. In ultradrawn polyethylene fibers, dipolar satellite narrowing has
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shown that the crystaUine chain segments undergo 180° flips with a reduced rate of
-1000
jumps/s at 360 K. This coincides relatively well with the dynamic-mechanical relaxation
rate, indicating a closer relation between the chain flips and creep in the fibers than in
isotropic polyethylene where the rates differ by two orders of magnitude.
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CHAPTER 4
POLYMER ULTRADRAWABILITY: THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF a-RELAXATION
CHAIN MOBILITY IN THE CRYSTALLITES
4.1 Introduction
Tensile drawing of polyethylene 1-6 and several other semicrystalline polymers, such as
isotactic polypropylene (iPP)7-13^ poly(oxymethylene) (POM) 14- 16 qj.
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE)!^, to draw ratios of greater than 20 ("ultradrawing"),
up to several hundred 6 produces fibers of excellent mechanical properties.! 8' 19
Therefore, the drawability of many industrial polymers has been investigated, in
particular by Porter et al. Ward et al., and Kanamoto et al. 16, 18,20-26 it ^^s been found
to vary greatly, even for chemically similar polymers.20,22,27 Despite serious efforts,
no ultrastrong fibers have been produced from nylons,28-31 semicrystalline
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET),2132 syndiotactic polypropylene (sPP),20,33 or
isotactic poly(l-butene) (iPBl),22,34 all of which draw poorly.
The observed differences in drawability are not explained by classical models of
polymer drawing,^^'^^ which have often focused on the transformation from the
spherulitic to a fibrous morphology at small draw ratios and low temperatures. It has
been proposed that (ultra)drawability requires sliding of microfibrils,^^^^ or local
melting38,39^ which should occur similarly for similar polymers such as iPP, sPP, and
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iPBl, while in fact these systems show strikingly different ultradrawing
behavior20,22,27 Discussions of ultradrawability that focus on low levels on
entanglements40-43^ on intermolecular forces44, on crystal-crystal transitions^S, or on
crystal slip46-48 ^i^o do not account for the differences between these structurally
similar polymers with weak interchain interactions.
In this chapter, we present a systematic classification of semicrystalline polymers
into two classes. They are termed "ttc-mobile" and "crystal-fixed", depending on the
presence or absence, respectively, of a crystalline a-relaxation that provides mobility of
chains in and through the crystallites. We first review recent experimental evidence, in
particular direct observation by two-dimensional NMR, of the chain motions giving rise
to the a^-relaxation in various semicrystalline polymers. Then we summarize the salient
features of the various stages of the drawing process. Two requirements for
ultradrawability, namely ttc-mobility and a low degree of entanglement, are identified.
This work extends an empirical correlation of polymer extrudability and the
crystalline a-relaxation by Aharoni and Sibilia49,50 On the basis of Aharoni's work,
Bigg^^ and Gedde^^ h^ye also stated that the ttc-relaxation is important for
ultradeformation in general, however without detailed justification or a critical discussion
of alternative models. In addition, there are scattered suggestions of the importance of the
ttc-relaxation for the ultradrawability of specific polymers. 1^,20,33,53,54 -pi^^i [\^\^ view
has not found wide acceptance is demonstrated by the lack of a discussion of the relation
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on
between the tte-relaxation and ultradrawability in many modem textbooks and reviews
that discuss these topics individually 18,37,42,43,47,55,56. The literature
(ultra)drawing of polymers, which is in fact so vast and diverse that we can quote it only
selectively, shows clearly that the other explanations of ultradrawability mentioned above
are still more widely heldl2,18,19,37,38,44,45,47,57-60.
^^^^ ^^e NMR
characterization provides more detailed knowledge about the specific large-amplitude
chain motions associated with the ttc-relaxation and makes it easy to understand how
those chain motions result in polymer ultradrawability. We will show that the absence of
such motion prevents ultradeformation, even in polymers with weak intermolecular
forces, such as sPP or iPBl (form I). The implications for molecular details of the
drawing process, such as chain pull-out, will be addressed. Finally, a critical discussion of
various other explanations of ultradrawability will be given.
4.2 Review of NMR-Observation of oCc-Relaxation Chain Mobility
The presence of distinct relaxation processes in semicrystalline polymers, labeled
a-, (3-, y-relaxations from high to low temperature, was revealed first by dielectric and
dynamic-mechanical relaxation measurements. The results of these classical techniques
have been discussed in several extensive reviews.^^'^^ In this section, we will focus on
the results of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques, which have revealed the
characteristics of the molecular motions in solid polymers in unprecedented detail.^2
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In the NMR experiments, the dependence of the NMR frequencies on the
segmental orientation is exploited. The quadrupolar coupHng of and the anisotropic
chemical shift of '^C have been used most extensively. In the two-dimensional exchange
experiment, changes in segmental orientation during a mixing time t„, of 1 ms to 10 s are
observed in detail by measuring the orientation-dependent frequency CO, before tn, and coj
afterwards for each segment.62 pitting the intensity as a function of these two
frequencies co, and (O2, segments that do not reorient duiing the mixing time have co, = 0)2
and therefore produce signal along the diagonal. Intensity far off the diagonal indicates
large frequency and angle changes, while small-amplitude motions produce a broadening of
the ridge that is observed along the diagonal.
If the change in segmental orientation occurs faster than the range of the angle-
dependent NMR frequency, which is 3 - 20 kHz for the chemical shift, and 125 kHz for
the quadrupolar coupling, motionally averaged NMR frequencies are observed. These
result in narrowing and shape changes of the one-dimensional spectrum. This has long
been exploited in 'H wideline NMR,63 where the up to 60-kHz wide spectrum reflects
the dipolar couplings between the protons, and in ^H NMR,64 where the quadrupolar
coupling of up to ± 130 kHz indicates the (re)orientation of the C-'^H bond.^2
4.2.1 Helical Jumps
Effects of large-amplitude dynamics in the crystallites of polyethylene (PE),
PTFE, and POM were detected early on by 'H NMR in terms of the reduction of the
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second moment of the 'H (or "^F) wideline spectrum63 and T,„ relaxation time as the
temperature is increased .63,65,66 j^,, j-,.,^ j^^^^jj^^ description of large-ampHtude
reorientations in the crystaUites in terms of hehcal jumps was given by Kentgens et al. for
POM by 2D magic-angle-spinning exchange ''C NMR.67 hivestigations of POM by 2D
exchange NMR without sample rotation confirmed the picture in detail.68 The geometry
and activation energy of the motion has been determined in these experiments.67,68
hi the helical jump process, the helical polymer chain in the crystallites is rotated
and translated in such a way that the chain before and after the jump is in equivalent,
crystallographically allowed orientations and positions, which is required unless the
crystal is disordered. For an N,„ helix, where N monomer units on m turns form one
repeat unit of the helix, a rotation by 360° m/N together with a translation by one repeat
unit fulfills this requirement, see Fig. 4.1. fhe most convincing proof of the helical jumps
is provided by 2D and 3D exchange spectra in highly oriented POM, [-O-CH2-],, 68
(produced by solid-state extrusion made possible by the helical-jump process itself, see
below). Since the chains in all crystallites are parallel to within ±4°, the only degree of
freedom is the rotation of chains around the coincident microscopic chain and
macroscopic sample axes. Therefore, the 2D exchange NMR patterns have a unique
relation with the rotation angle around the chain axis. In particular, the experimental
spectrum of POM shows patterns for two and three successive jumps in the same
direction, which proves that the helical-jump process involves not just a flip-flop
between two adjacent orientations but can lead to long-range diffusion. Three-
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Fig. 4.1: Helical jumps in the crystallites of semicrystalline polymers, (a) Sketch of
a given helical chain, in the channel formed by the neighboring chains. Translation
along the chain axis, following the contour of the helix, is much easier than lateral
diffusion, (b) Several steps of the helical jump motion in POM, t-0-CH2-]n. For
this 95-helical structure, a rotation by 360° -5/9 = 200° together with a translation by
one monomer unit moves the chain into an energetically equivalent position and
orientation in the crystallite (as indicated by the dashed line). While the crystalline
section of the chain before and after such a helical jump seems unchanged, the
individual segment observed by NMR has rotated and translated as a result of the
jump. In addition, the chain length in the amorphous regions has been decreased by
one repeat unit on one side of the crystallite and increased by the same length on the
other. Many such jumps lead to significant chain diffusion through the crystal.
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dimensional exchange spectra have confirmed that the probabiHty of return jumps is not
significantly enhanced62 clear indications of the chain diffusion resulting from a large
number of jumps were detected by magic-angle-spinning NMR on polyethylene69-71.
'^C exchange NMR also proved helical jumps in isotactic polypropylene 68 which were
soon after confirmed in detail by exchange NMR 72 2D exchange spectrum of oriented
iPP shows strong off-diagonal intensity for the signals of the CHj, CH, and CH3 groups.
In contrast, in oriented sPP no off-diagonal exchange intensity is observed in the 2D '^C
exchange spectrum, obtained at T = 355 K - 100 K) and t, = 2 s. This is fully
consistent with the absence of a crystalline a-relaxation in sPP.20,33
In PEO, [-0-CH2-CH2-]n, the '^C 2D exchange spectrum shows strong exchange
by helical jumps much faster than 10/s at 240 K (= - 100 K).62 The cross-section
parallel to the C02-axis at the indicated coi -frequency shows a 6:1 (±1) ratio of off- to on-
diagonal intensity. This shows that the jumps occur between more than six sites; in the
I2 helix of PEO, there are indeed seven sites with distinguishable orientations. Again, the
NMR data prove that the ttc-motion is not just a flip—flop process. In PEO, the
dynamics occur so close to the glass transition that the dielectric and dynamic-mechanical
crystalline a-relaxation is not well resolved from the relaxation in the amorphous regions.
At ambient temperature, 'H T,p relaxation and the large width of the '^C signal under
magic-angle spinning confirm that the rate reaches ~ 50,000 jumps/s at 300 K.73 in PEO,
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PE, iPP, and POM, the ratios of off- and on-diagonal intensity in the NMR spectra prove
that all of the crystalline chain stems are involved in the jump motion.
In PE, [-CH2-]n;it was proposed early on that chain flip-flops, each accompanied
by a displacement of the chain stem in the crystallite by one CH2 unit, give rise to the
dielectric a,-relaxation74-76 Due to the high symmetry of the planar all-trans chain,
direct observation of the 180° flips by 2D exchange NMR has been achieved only
recently by detecting the change in the orientation-dependent '^C-'^C dipolar-coupling
frequency 7'7 The activation energy for the chain flips was determined as 122 ± 20
kJ/mol7'7 This value, as well as the flip rates measured, are consistent with the results
obtained for the dielectric ac-relaxation in lightly oxidized HOPE.
At 100°C, the rate of chain flips in HOPE reaches a value near 30 000 jumps/s'7'7,
and even liigher values in LDPE. This is expected to result in displacements of chain
segments by tens of Angstroms within a few seconds. In particular, chain diffusion of
segments between amorphous and crystalline regions will occur, which can be observed
by NMR69 since the different conformational environments lead to different isotropic
chemical shifts observed under magic-angle spinning. In addition to cross-peaks in 2D
exchange NMR spectra at high temperatures, the diffusive rather than exponential ^^C T]
relaxation^^'^^ with its strong crystallite-thickness dependence^^ are strong indications
that this chain-diffusion process indeed occurs.
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4.2.2 More Complex Dynamics
In PTFE, [-CF2-],,, the ac-rclaxation must be identified with the P-relaxation,61
which involves chain rotation in the crystallites, as proven by the lineshape of 'V
chemical-shill powder spectra obtained under multiple-pulse decouplings^ In addition,
'^F wideline spectra show a small width reduction around lOO'C, which has been taken as
an indication of fest chain translation that leads to a reduction of long-range ''^F-''^F
dipolar couplings. This might be the origin of the a-relaxation in PTFE. Otherwise, the
NMR study by Vega and English indicates that the geometry of rotations of the segments
in the crystallites remain nearly unchanged up to the melting point, while the amplitude of
the motions in amorphous regions seems to increase continuously.79 a detailed
scattering and vibrational-spectroscopy study shows dynamic helix reversals, probably
occurring in twin defects, and conformational defects, but also residual long-range order.^O
In poly(vinylidene lluoride), PVDF, [-CH2-CF2-],,, the a-relaxation involves
trans
—
gauche isomerizations between different inequivalent chain conformations in a
disordered crystal structure, as was shown in a beautiful 2D exchange-NMR study^^.
In poly(acrylonitrile), PAN, the a-relaxation near 100°C has traditionally been
considered as a glass transition. H and H NMR, however, show that all segments, not
just the amorphous parts, undergo similar anisotropic rotations of large amplitude. ^^'^-^
A crankshaft-type rotation in a partially disordered paracrystalline structure has been
suggested as the motional mechanism.
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In trans polybutadiene, t-PBD, [-CHrCH^CH-CH^-],., chain mobihty in the
crystallites sets in at an order-disorder phase transition near 70"C.84,85 Blurring of all
non-equatorial wide-angle X-ray reflections proves translational disorder in the high-
temperature phase. and '-^C NMR without sample rotation show fost (>10Vs)
rotational motions. Significant changes in the isotropic '^C chemical shifts strongly
suggest conformational changes. Though little effect on the dynamics is observed when
the translation is inhibited by rigid chain folds,85 sliding motion of the freely rotating
chains in the crystallites is certainly easy in form-II.
Poly(para-hydroxy benzoic acid), PpHBA, is an example of a relatively rigid
polymer that becomes liquid crystalline at high temperatures.85 As expected, the '^C
NMR lineshape of the carbonyl group of PpHBA indicates 180° flips or free chain
rotation above the phase transition.
4.2.3 Comparison of oCc^-Processes
As this brief review has indicated, various sub-types of ttc-mobility can be
distinguished. Regular helical jumps occur in PE,^^ POM, and iPP.^2 Helical jumps are
also observed in PEO, but some conformational disorder is present. In PTFE,
translational disorder is observed above 3rC, which means that the discrete helical jumps
can change to a more or less continuous rotation and translation. In PVDF,^ ' PAN, and t-
PBD,85 conformational disorder is present in the crystallites and the ttc-relaxation
dynamics involves major conformational changes. Thus, these three polymers fulfill the
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conditions of Wunderlich's concept of dynamical conformational disorder (condis
phase)87. in t-PBD, fast rotational motions are also present. For these systems, it is not
clear whether translation^ motion occurs. However, since good extrudability and
workability is observed in the a^-relaxation region,49 it seems likely that translational
chain motions in the crystallites are also facile (see below).
In the case of helical jumps, the displacement of the chain by each jump is the
larger the longer the repeat unit. In POM and iPP, the atoms in the backbone are
displaced by 2.5 A along the chain contour, and in PEO by as much as 4 A. In t-PBD,
which has a chemical repeat unit with a contour length of nearly 6 A, the chain motion
occurs in a disordered phase, which avoids the necessity of translational jumps by full
repeat units.
It seems to be a necessary condition for the occurrence of helical jumps that the
amorphous regions are mobile. This means that helical jumps can only occur above the T„
of the amorphous layers, which produces a p or y relaxation. Obviously, this is not a
sufficient condition: iPP, sPP, and iPBl have similar Tg values (near 265 K) but only iPP
is ttc-mobile. Similarly, POM and PEO have Tg ~ 200 K, but the helical-jump rate at 300
K is ~l/s in POM and > 10"* in PEO. In PEO, helical jumps set in so close to the glass-
transition temperature that the Arrhenius line of the crystalline a-relaxation must be
"bent down" by the WLF curve near Tg. This effect still awaits a detailed experimental
investigation.
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We would like to mention that NMR, by unequivocally demonstrating the
occurrence of helical jumps or similar large-amplitude motions, disproves the suggestion
by Aharoni and Sibilia49 that small-angle torsional motions were responsible for the a,-
relaxation. A shallow minimum in the intra-molecular energy, as implicated by Aharoni
and Sibilia, may be necessary to allow for the distortions occurring in the traveling defect
that rotates the chain, but cases like iPS show that the barrier height in the intermolecular
energies is similarly important.^^
4.2.4 Models of the oCc-Dynamical Defects
2D exchange NMR observes the relative orientation of the chain segments before
and after a helical jump during the mixing time. The detailed process of chain rotation is
too fast to be observed. Some indirect information is provided by the activation energy
and its dependence on chain structure and crystallite thickness. These can be compared
to predictions of model calculations. Since the activation energy of rigid-rod chain
rotation increases linearly with the number of segments in a given crystalline stem,
rotation of the chain by a traveling defects with a twist and a translational mismatch
localized within about two dozen backbone atoms has a lower activation energy. The
older but widely known Reneker model with only 2-3 CH2 groups involved in the
defect^4 ^ relatively high energy. Mansfield and Boyd, and Mansfield et al.^^'^^
have proposed a more extended defect that traverses the crystallite with a speed of 1
nm/ps (1 km/s). In PE, it involves a rotational mismatch over 12 CH2 units and an
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adjacent region of translational mismatch, with one CI I2 unit more or less, over a similar
length75 For a variety of semicrystalline polymers, these calculations are quite
successful at predicting the activation energies of a, chain motions. In particular, the
absence of an a^-relaxation in sPp20,33 and iPS is explained on this basis. Generally, the
ttc-mobility is suppressed by large sidegroups. For helical jumps, the activation energy
increases with the length of the repeat units.88 However, a transition into a disordered
phase allows mobility even in the case of long repeat units. Interestingly, the ac-mobility
in poly(vinyl alcohol) at T > 160°C shows that even closely spaced Oll-groups with the
potential for Il-bonding do not necessarily prevent chain rotation and translation at higli
temperatures.
Other possible defects that have been considered are dislocations, involving
translations without rotation along the c axis, which would be invisible to exchange
NMR.47,89 j^j polyethylene, such dislocations are energetically favorable^^ and may be
responsible for axis shear observed by several groups.^^'^^ However, in other polymers
such as 95-helical POM, or 72-helical PEO, the periodicity of the crystal structure along
the c-axis is as long as 15-20 A, making any chain translation without rotation highly
improbable. In nylon 12, the length of the chemical repeat unit is too long for any chain
translations, with or without rotation.
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4.2.5 Crystal-Fixed Polymers
There are many semicrystalline polymers which do not exhibit a detectable a -C
relaxation. These "crystal-fixed" polymers include nylons, PET, PBT, sPP, iPS,
iPMMA, and others, as listed in Table 4.1(b). As already mentioned, sPP shows no
exchange intensity in 2D exchange NMR spectra at T„, - 60K; the same holds for iPBl in
the thermodynamically stable form I.
Some researchers have assumed that all semicrystalline polymers, including in
particular nylons, PET, and iPS, exhibit an ac-relaxation.93 For nylons and PET, this
claim is based mostly on the observation of crystal thickening. Such a process, however,
can be due to (re)crystallization above Tg, e.g. in PET, or may require the presence of
residual solvent, as was shown in the case of nylons94. For nylons,
-^H NMR work by
English et al. has shown convincingly that the N-^H bonds remain essentially static up to
the melting point, excluding large-amplitude chain rotations and translations29,95 Data
for sPp20,33 are clear in showing no ttc-relaxation peak below in the 3 - 10 Hz region.
They only exhibit a slight up-turn in tanS near T^, which is associated with a strong
decrease in both the storage and the loss modulus. This behavior is also observed for
other polymers, e.g. for PVDF far above the ttc-relaxation^^, and is most likely due to
premelting. Thus, for the polymers listed in Table 4.1(b), the evidence against an ttc-
relaxation is strong.
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Table 4.1: Drawability and ae-relaxation dynamics of various semicrystalline
polymers. Reported maximum draw ratios X,,,,, (tensile or in extrusion) are given
for melt-crystallized ("melt-cryst.") materials and for samples prepared from
mitial states of low entanglement ("low entg.") such as dilute solution, gel, or
reactor powder. Listed are the molecular nature of the a,-process as determined
by NMR, motional rates measured at specific temperatures, and approximate
melting points for reference. LC: liquid crystalline. (a) Properties of
ultradrawable and ttc-mobile polymers. Rates of ae-relaxalions in materials not
yet investigated by NMR are given in brackets. Note that in several cases, melt-
cyrstallized samples have been ultradrawn or solid-stale extruded, (b) Crystal-
fixed polymers. Various other polymers are probably crystal-fixed, but since their
drawabilities are so disappointingly low, few data are reported in the literature.
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It should be noted that at very low temperatures, all polymers are "crystal fixed".
However, we mostly use the term to denote polymers that are crystal fixed at all
temperatures below the melting point. In these polymers, the activation energy of
longitudinal chain motions is apparently comparable to or higher than the free energy
required for achieving isotropic mobility, i.e. melting.
4.3 Drawing of Semicrystalline Polvmers
A considerable variety of structural features observed when semicrystalline
polymers are drawn have been described in the literature. Following Peterlin^S, three
stages of tensile drawing can often be distinguished: (i) The elastic and plastic deformation
of the spherulites at small draw ratios X; (ii) the nearly discontinuous transformation of
the spherulitic into a fibrillar structure where the chains in the crystalline regions are
oriented parallel to the draw direction; this process often leads to necking; and (iii) the
plastic deformation of the fibrillar structure, which is required for ultradrawing to ?i > 15
(see Fig. 4.2). In our analysis of ultradrawing, we will be concerned mainly with the
presence or absence of a significant stage (iii). Details of the spherulite deformation,47
stage (i), seem to be rather unimportant for the formation of the fibrillar structure, since
highly oriented semicrystalline fibers are also obtained from a variety of other initial
states, such as solution-crystallized crystal lamellae,^ as-polymerized reactor powder,^^
polymer gel,4 and amorphous fibers. To provide a perspective, in the following we will
briefly summarize the structural features associated with stages (ii) and (iii), as observed
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Stage (ii)
broken
fib^llar
crystallites
arrangement
(weak of re-formed S///
SAXS lamellar blocks
peak) U
Stage (iii)
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/ drawable
needle
crystals
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peak)
j
ultradrawable
10 15 20 25 draw ratio
Fig. 4.2: Sketch of the probable evolution of the local morphology during tensile
drawing. After necking, the lamellar crystallites are broken but the chains are
aligned with the draw direction. After some reformation of lamellar crystal blocks,
thermally activated chain translation in ttc-mobile polymers, indicated here by
arrows for the highlighted chain, permits further deformation of the already aligned
lamellar blocks into needle-shaped crystals, which arise by crystallization of tie
molecules into crystalline bridges. In crystal-fixed, poorly drawable polymers, after
the possible reformation of the lamellar blocks, which act as physical cross-links,
only limited and mostly reversible deformation of the amorphous regions is
possible.
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by several groups35,97. The boundaries between stages (i) and (ii), and between stages
(ii) and (iii) are sometimes diffuse, particularly in hot drawing. Nevertheless, there is
always a clear difference between stage (i) and stage (iii). Unfortunately, this distinction
has often been disregarded in the literature, which has resulted in rather unclear
descriptions of the drawing process and relatively little regard to the special features of
the ultradrawing process, stage (iii), for polymers other than polyethylene.
4.3.1 Formation of the Fibrillar Structure IStage (ii)1
Traditional cold drawing (i.e. near ambient temperature for PE) in stage (ii) leads
to necking, at a draw ratio of 1.1 to 2. There is strong evidence from SAXS, electron
microscopy, and neutron scattering that existing lamellar crystallites are more or less
destroyed^ 8,98- 100 by the shear forces and then re-form with a different thickness
(depending on the temperature of draw)36, decreased lateral dimensions and reduced
perfection57. To what extent this athermal decrystallization, which has been observed
down to 77 K,98 and the subsequent formation of aligned crystal blocks constitutes
melting and recrystallization remains a matter of debate.35,38,39,57,97,99
Electron microscopy evidences show that the necking region for a PE single
crystal can be as narrow as ~ 2 nm, or 4 to 5 layers of crystalline stems.^^ This suggests
that during necking the chains are "peeled off from the crystal and quickly recrystallize.
Such a "peeling-off ' is a very local phenomenon and occurs when the chain mobility is
not sufficiently high. Necking becomes less important at higher temperature, where ttc
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chain mobility becomes higher and most of the chains simuhaneously contribute to the
deformation process.
The morphology in the necked region consists of small aligned lamellar blocks,
which are comiected by stretched non-crystalline tie molecules or crystalline
bridges. 14,35 The draw ratio of the strain-hardened necked region is referred to as the
"natural draw ratio",35 ^hich is typically < 7.14 At these small draw ratios, the chains
must still be folded37: Whether one starts from a regularly chain-folded lamella or from a
frozen-in random coil, the end-to-end distance of a chain ofMW = 10^ which has a fully
extended length of - 1000 nm, projected on the draw direction is ~ 25 nm, see Figure
4.3.101 Thus, the minimum macroscopic draw ratio at which the chain is fully extended
is 1000 nm/25 nm = 40. 101,102
4.3.2 Fibril Extension and Ultradrawing [Stage (iii)1
All semicrystall ine polymers can be drawn to draw ratios of X > 3 after the
fibrillar structure was first formed in stage (ii). Further (hot) drawing to X > 15 is only
possible for polymers with an ttc-relaxation and sufficiently low level of entanglements
(see below). It produces highly extended fibers at only slowly increasing apparent stress.
The disappearance of the SAXS peak 103 and analysis of electron micrographs show that
very long needle-like crystals (protofibrils) 104 are formed, in which the chains must be
highly extended. The modulus of the fiber at room temperature increases with the draw
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic representation of the maximum molecular draw ratio
obtainable by full extension of a random polymer coil, a quench-
crystallized polymer coil, and a chain in a crystal with perfect adjacent
reentry. For clarity, only a relatively short chain is shown. If the crystal
thickness indicated is 10 nm, its molecular weight would be -15,000,
giving a maximum molecular draw ratio of Lgxt/Lo - 5 to 10. The figure
can also be taken to indicate the minimum macroscopic draw ratio that is
necessary to fully extend a typical molecule of the given molecular
weight.
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ratio, up to draw ratios of ~ 100 where it starts to level off.6 The increase in modulus
must be directly proportional to the density of load-bearing chains per cross-section area.
For this quantity to increase, the degree of chain folding must slowly decrease and the
chains become more stretched out, as sketched in Fig. 4.2 (pg. 72).
Why ultrahigh molecular weight polymers are required in order to reach draw
ratios > 50 is indicated in Fig. 4.3 (pg. 75):101,102 chains of MW ~ 10^ become highly
extended at these draw ratio, so that further strain only involves sliding of chains past
each other, which does not produce a stronger fiber and eventually results in ductile
failure. In this argument, it is assumed that the macroscopic and microscopic draw ratios
are similar. Neutron scattering^V indicates that this assumption applies in PE at T,,, - 50
K, but that at higher temperatures the molecular draw ratio starts to lag significantly
behind the macroscopic X.
High nominal draw ratios can be achieved by drawing or extrusion in the melt.
However, this procedure does not produce materials of high chain orientation or modulus,
except in the case of liquid-crystalline melts.
4.4 Ultradrawability and the oCc-Relaxation
Summarizing the literature data on ultradrawability from our viewpoint, we
conclude that two classes of polymers need to be distinguished and differ fundamentally
in terms of the presence or absence of an ttc-relaxation:
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4.4.1 Ultradrawable Polymers
PE is the prime representative of the class of ultradrawable semicrystalline
polymers, which also include PTFE,!^ peo,105,106 pom,14 ipp,12,13,18 and
iP4MP 27 (see Table 4.1 for a more comprehensive list). In these systems, hot drawing
(T > 50°C for PE) or extrusion, stage (iii), can yield draw ratios in excess of 30 at only
slowly increasing stress levels, if the degree of entanglement is sufficiently low; this
applies for gel-spun 19 or solution-crystallized6 material, reactor powder which has never
been melted,96 or low-to-medium-molecular-weight material. 14 Many authors agree that
in this ultradrawing process, chains are moved through and out of the crystals due to
some process of high chain mobility. 18,33,35,39,45 v/e argue that this process is the
chain translation associated with the ttc-relaxation as described above.
4.4.2 Poorly Drawable Polymers
In the second class of semicrystalline polymers, no significant plastic deformation
of the fibrillar structure, stage (iii), can be achieved. Nylons,29,107 pgy 21,32,108
iPS,109,110 iPMMA,109 P(E/TFE) copolymer,49 iPBl (form 1),22 and sPp20,33
cannot be ultradrawn, even when prepared with few entanglements, 1 8 and cannot be
solid-state extruded.49
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While fibrillar structures formed by destruction and re-formation of crystallites
(stage (ii) of drawing) have also been observed for the poorly drawable polymers, 107 the
natural draw ratios of these polymers tend to be smaller than those of the drawable
polymers 20,33 particular when the crystallinity is considerable. Contrary to casual
statements in some reviews, there is no evidence of significant chain pull-out in these
poorly drawable polymers. When reviewing the data for these systems, it should be
noted that a limited amount of drawing can be achieved without chain pull-out, by
extending the amorphous phase after fragmentation of the lamellar crystals and formation
of small mosaic blocks up to A, = 3.97 porter has suggested that the natural draw in
nylons is actually determined by the limit of the amorphous extension process. 18 This
deformation is at least partly reversible by heating above Tg.
In PET21,32^ iPMMA, iPS, and to a lesser extent in nylons and sPP,20 low initial
crystallinity and crystallization during drawing can be exploited to circumvent the cross-
linking effect of the crystallites and thus to achieve draw ratios > 5. In PET, the highest
moduli and draw ratios, around 16, were reached for initially amorphous fibers in a three-
stage drawing process.21
4.4.3 Ultradrawable = ac-Mobile; Poorly Drawable = Crystal-Fixed
From the data collected in Table 4.1, it becomes obvious that ultradrawable
polymers are ttc-mobile. In addition, it is apparent that the NMR-proven jump motion
of the chains in the crystallites provides a molecular mechanism for the required major
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extension of the fibrils during ultradrawing. This will be discussed in more detail below.
By the same token, crystal-fixed polymers are poorly drawable, see Table 4.1(b). Here,
the crystallites present effective cross-links which fix the chains. It is interesting to note
that large-amplitude mobility is found to be a unifying feature of rigid-backbone liquid-
crystalline 39 and flexible tte-mobile polymers, i.e. of the two types of polymers that can
be oriented to yield fibers of extremely high moduli.
an
Some of the observations and interpretations concerning the importance of
activated process like the ttc-relaxation for drawability were discussed in 1974 by Clark
and Scott who drew commercial-grade POM to high draw ratios. 14 However, their work
was mostly disregarded39 and in spite of their often lucid discussion, Clark and Scott
suggested that nylons could be ultradrawn, even though they lack a crystalline a-
relaxation. Convincing data on the molecular nature of the ttc-relaxation process has
become available only recently with the advent of modern solid-state NMR, as reviewed
above. Ward's and Kanamoto's groups recently suggested correctly that the ttc-relaxation
affects the drawability in polypropylenes^O^^. however, in ref.20, the ttc-relaxation is
confused with a reversible crystal—crystal transition, which is inappropriate for
polypropylenes and many other ttc-mobile polymers. In investigating the drawability of
PVA, Garrett and Grubb also concluded that the ttc-relaxation was important, since its
amplitude correlates with the drawability.^^
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Aharoni and Sibilia49,50 presented an excellent empirical correlation between
solid-state extrudability and the occurrence of a crystalline a-relaxation in a kirge number
of semicrystalline polymers (PE, iPP, POM, PEO, iP4MP, PVDF, PVF, PTFE, t-PBD,
and others). However, the authors of that study were not aware of the translations and
large-angle rotations occurring in these systems, which were only later proved
convincingly by NMR. Instead, they sought an explanation in terms of broad
intramolecular potential minima. However, the proven ability of the chains to migrate
through the crystal represents a much more convincing molecular process for chain
extension in extrusion or drawing. In a review, Bigg^l correctly generalized the findings
of Aharoni and Sibilia, but his terminology of "alpha crystallization temperature" and
"secondary transition" are not appropriate for describing the ttc-relaxation. In his recent
polymer-physics textbook, Gedde correctly connected ultradeformation and the a -
relaxation, but did not discuss the experimental evidence and the many competing models
of ultradrawability^2
A seemingly similar proposal on the effect of the ttc-relaxation on deformation
properties (among many others) was made by Rault^^ However, in that paper it is
assumed incorrectly that all semicrystalline polymers, including in particular nylons,
PET, and iPS, exhibit an ttc-relaxation. In addition, the drastically different
ultradrawability of ttc-mobile and crystal-fixed polymers was not properly recognized.
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4.4.4 Fff'ccts of Temperature
When reviewing the literature, it is important to note that temperature is a crucial
parameter in drawing of polymers. In many treatments of the subject, the classical
descriptions of cold drawing, stage (ii), are not distinguished from the more recently
introduced ultradrawing and solid-state extrusion processes, stage (iii), which are always
performed at high temperatures, i.e. close to the melting point, or, more pertinently,
above the temperature where the rate of the crystalline a-relaxation is > lOVs. Drawing
at room temperature is traditional cold drawing for PH, where the amorphous regions arc
mobile, but it must be considered hot drawing for PEO, which is highly a,-mobile at 290
K. It is true cold drawing for PEl' or dry nylons, whose amorphous regions are rather
rigid since Tg > 300 K.
Table 4.2 presents an attempt to categorize the drawing conditions in terms of
chain mobility. It lists the draw ratios that can be reached, the features observed in small-
angle X-ray scattering, and a few examples for each case. As indicated in category (1), the
limiting draw ratios of X < 3 found for nylons and PET of high crystallinities define the
limit of drawability achievable by deformation of the sub-Tg amorphous regions with the
crystallites serving as cross-links in which the chains arc fixed. Heating above Tg while
leaving the chains fixed in the crystallites, case (3), increases the drawability only slightly.
The excess drawability of a(.-mobile polymers, in particular in categories (6) — (7), is due
to chain motion through the crystallites that also generates the tte-relaxation. Other
processes, such as the break-up of lamellae, may also be facilitated by the low barriers to
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Table 4.2: Classification of conditions of polymer drawing processes, according
to drawing temperature Toraw, tte-mobility, and entanglement level. UHMW =
ultra-high molecular weight. In the third column, it is indicated whether
entanglement (E) or the crystal-fixed structure (C) limits the drawability; brackets
indicate that the limitation is a minor effect. The draw ratios given in the fourth
column should be considered typical; with special techniques, such as two-step
processing, somewhat larger values may be achieved. The features of the SAXS
peak after drawing, given in the fifth column, indicate the structure of the drawn
material. Specific examples for the different cases are given in the last column.
J Draw Materials
Characteristic
Draw
Limit
Draw
Ratio
SAXS
Peak
Examples
true cold
drawing
T<T„
(1) Crystal-fixed
(any polymer)
C(E) X<4 weak Dry nylon, T=20'C
PE, T<-120'C
traditional
cold drawing
of PE & iPP
(2) Slowly ttc-mobile,
entangled; natural draw
ratio is limit
C{E) X<\4 weak PE, T = 20"C
hot drawing
T>Tg
(3) Crystal-fixed, >30%
crystalline; natural draw
ratio is limit
C X< 14 weak Nylon, T > lOO'C
sPP, T > 50" C
(4) Initially amorphous,
crystallizing during
drawing into crystal-fixed
structure.
E, C
A.<16
intensity
increases
Initially amorphous
PET above Tg
hot drawing,
T>Ta(10Vs)
(5) Uc-mobile, but UHMW
& melt-crystallized (highly
entangled)
E X<1 strong,
position T-
depend.
UHMWPE, 90'C
Ultradrawing
Ultradrawing
(6) Uc-mobile with high
rate, intermediate MW
(little entangled)
(7) ttc-mobile with high
rate, UHMW, solution
crystallized or reactor
powder (unentangled)
((E))
X<50
X<400
disappears
absent
PEO, T>30'C
POM, T > 90"C
PE, T> 120"C
UHMWPE>90"C
iPP, T> 100"C
PTFE,T>45'C
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IS an
chain displacement along the c-axis for which a,-relaxation chain translation i
indication. The limit to drawability, the natural draw ratio, seems to be dominated by
chain entanglements. For highly entangled systems in categories (2) and (5), tte-mobility
increases drawability only to a small extent. It has mostly a local effect on the phase
structure, as reflected by the dependence of the SAXS peak position on the drawing
temperature. But it is always a necessary condition for reaching high draw ratios as in
categories (6) - (7), and can even override the effect of some entanglements, case (6).
4.4.5 Effect of Draw Rate
In addition to temperature, the speed of drawing is another important parameter.
Often, high draw ratios can be reached only at low enough strain rates.^ The
temperature and rate dependence 112 strongly indicates that an activated process, which
we have identified as being the ttc-relaxation chain diffusion, is responsible for
drawability. An activation energy of the extensional viscosity of ca. 120 kJ/mol is
obtained according to ref.54 and of ca. 100 kJ/mol from Fig. 7 of ref 1 12, which matches
the activation energy of the ac-relaxation.56,77
If melting was crucial for ultradrawability, an increase in the strain rate and the
resulting reduction in the heat dissipation would be expected to improve the drawability,
contrary to the experimental observations.
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4-4.6 Tensile Drawing and Solid-State Extrusion
In addition to tensile drawing, solid-state extrusion and solid-state coextrusion
have been used to produce drawn semicrystalline polymers. 18 Even though these
processes are related, they differ in their details, involving tensile and compressive
deformation, respectively. The limiting mechanism in tensile drawing is rupture, which
does not occur in solid-state extrusion of the pure polymer (but can occur in coextrusion).
On the other hand, solid-state extrusion is impossible for crystal-fixed polymers,49 while
some tensile drawing or solid-state coextrusion can always be achieved due to deformation
of the amorphous regions. Solid-state coextrusion, where the polymer of interest is
embedded into an envelope of ductile polymer, 18 is intermediate between tensile drawing
and extrusion. Here, rupture can occur, but not as easily as in tensile drawing. The
difference between tensile and extrusion drawing is demonstrated by polymers with
extremely high chain mobilities in the crystallites, such as t-PBD above 70°C. For these
materials, extrusion works very well, while the high plasticity leads to early rupture in
tensile drawing.25
4.4.7 Microscopic Picture of Chain Motion and Drawability
The solid state draw or extrusion to the highest draw ratios is generally performed
at temperatures just below the melting point. 1 8 At this temperature, the chain translation
rates of ttc-mobile polymers are high enough for efficient crystallite deformation. Several
researchers 14,18,35,39,49 realized that (often unexplained) dynamical processes are
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crucial to drawability. The a,-mobiHty actually fulfills the established requirements very
well. For instance, it explains the activation energy of the extensional viscosity during
ultradeformation in terms of the activation energy of the microscopic chain-flip and
translation process.
The consequence of crystalline chain motion is random diffusion of chains into
and out of crystallites if there is no external force, but it can become a directed motion
under force and facilitate the crystallite deformation and rearrangement. This corresponds
to the classical Eyring model of cold flow in glasses, which is based on stress-aided
thermally activated mobility. 1 13,1 14 jhere is good evidence that tie molecules between
crystallites play an important role in the plastic deformation of semicrystalline polymers
(see Fig. 4.2).35,37,58 Yov polymers with a crystalline a-relaxation, there will be no
permanent taut tie molecules since chains can translate through the crystallites.
Therefore, crystallites can be deformed on sufficiently long time scales. In other words,
the crystalline a-relaxation leads to a reorganization of the amorphous regions, which
redistributes the force burden among tie molecules and prevents the premature breaking of
taut tie chains so that high drawability is achieved.
The chain-diffusion process along the chain contour changes the topology when a
chain end slips through a crystallite, in which case the crystallite shrinks laterally and the
draw ratio increases (see Fig. 4.2). Thus, the draw rate is expected to increase with the
number of chain ends, or decrease with increasing molecular weight.
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In the case of ultra-high molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), creep
experiments strongly suggested54,l 15-1 17, ^nd our recent experiments have directly
shown, that chain flips occur even in highly drawn fibers77 The chain 1 80°-flip rate is
~1000/s at 90°C. With an activation energy of -120 kJ/mol, the rate will be > lOVs at
130°C. The less crystalline material before drawing should have an even higher rate. This
is sufficient for the crystallite deformation and reorganization in solid-state drawing. The
chain translation becomes slower as the crystal thickness along the chain direction
increases during drawing. Once the rate is too slow, the sample will not be drawable any
more and the maximum draw ratio is reached. This self-hardening process may affect the
maximum draw ratio that can be attained at a given temperature and draw rate.
Another factor that can limit the maximum draw ratio is the molecular weight. As
shown in the context of Fig. 4.3, at a molecular draw ratio > 50, chains of MW ~ 10^
become fully extended and the modulus cannot increase further. Additional strain only
involves sliding of chains past each other and eventually leads to ductile failure.
4.4.8 Isotactic Polypropylene vs. Syndiotactic Polypropylene
The difference in the ultradrawability of isotactic and syndiotactic
polypropylene^^'-^-^ provides an excellent example for the relations between microscopic
structure, mesoscopic dynamics, and macroscopic properties. The slightly higher heat of
fusion and melting temperature of iPP indicate that the interchain interactions of iPP are
slightly stronger than, or at least similar to, those of sPP. Therefore, differences in these
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interactions cannot at all explain the observed ultradrawability of iPP and poor
drawability of sPP. The presence or absence of the a,-relaxation, however, can be
attributed to the structure of the repeat unit, which in sPP is twice as long as in iPP,88
making a displacement of the chain by one repeat unit correspondingly more difficult. Syi
and Mansfield have theoretically predicted a high activation energy of 210 kJ/mol for sPP.
In summary, in iPP and sPP the microscopic structure of the repeat unit determines the
presence or absence of the tte-relaxation chain dynamics, which in turn dictates the
presence or absence of macroscopic ultradrawability.
4.4.9 Role of Entanglements
The ttc-mobility stressed in this paper is one necessary condition for good
drawability. The other, which has long been recognized 18, 19,4 1-43^ is a sufficiently low
entanglement density. Melt-crystallized ultra-high-molecular weight polymers, even if in
principle ttc-mobile, can only be drawn to a natural draw ratio of 3 to 5. When the same
polymers are processed out of sufficiently dilute solution,^ or from reactor powder that
was never melted,96 they strain-harden only very slowly and can be drawn to draw
ratios > 50. This is a practical proof of the importance of entanglements, even though a
direct characterization of the entanglement density has remained mostly elusive.
At the same time, it should be noted that polymers of medium molecular weight,
even when melt-crystallized, can be drawn or extruded to draw ratios > 20 at
temperatures where the chains are highly ttc-mobile. Examples include industrial grades
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of POM, 14 PEG, 105 and iP4Mp27 However, the moduli of the mcdium-molccular-
weighl materials and maximum achievable draw ratios are inferior to those of the ultra-
high molecular weight fibers, due to extensive stretching of the chains (see Fig. 4.3, pg. 75)
and subsequent slip. As a result, the high-molecular-weight systems have gained
industrial importance, in spite of the more complicated processing that they require.
more
4.4.10 Effect of Side Branches
For polyethylene, materials with varying concentrations of short side branches,
typically 1 to 6 carbons long, are available. Materials with 2.8 mol % or more Cftlln-
branches have been shown to exhibit poor drawability, even though a mechanical ttc-
relaxation is observed. 1 1 1 From the chain-diffusion standpoint, it is clear that the side
branches inhibit the long-range displacements through the crystallites that are required for
the ultradrawing process. Ohta et al.l 15,1 16 observed that a small number of CI-I3 side
groups in UHMWPE greatly reduced both the creep rate and the niiiximum draw ratio.
This indicates that even these relatively small side groups hinder the chain translation
through the crystallites.
Thus, the effects of side branches and chain entanglements underline that the
presence of an ttc-relaxation is not a sufficient condition for ultradrawability
;
however, it
is a necessary condition, according to all the available data.
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"^•^ Critical Discussion ofOtlicr F.x planations of nUiadravvahiliiv
The explanation of polymer ultradrawabilily and solid-state extrudability in terms
of the chain translation of the ae-relaxation should be discussed in light of several classical
models of drawability: (I) Melting and recrystallization.38,39 („) sliding of microllbrils
past each other in stage (iii) of drawing.^^J 1 8 (,„) n;,.^^, ^^^. -^^^ p^,,,^^^^^^^ ^^j,^^^^
more or less implicitly.-'^S (iv) Ueformation-induced crystal-to-crystal transformation.45
(V) Slip on crystal planes. 46,47,90-92 oUhosc, only model (IV) makes an attempt to
explain or predict which polymers arc drawable and which are not. Models 1 - V were
motivated by important insights concerning the ultradrawing process. We will address
these in the following and discuss further below how the thermally activated ae-mobility
of chains in the crystallites can account - at least qualitatively - for most of these
observations.
Other mechanisms of deformation, such as stack rotation, sliding of lamellae, and
twinning, 35 are relevant in stages (i) and (ii) of deformation, but not during ultradrawing.
Unfortunately, the necessary distinction of the different stages of drawing has often been
lacking in the literature.
(I) Melting and Rccrystalli/ation. The local melting and recrystallization
hypothesis^^ was proposed, based on chain-topological arguments, to explain the
drawability of polymers in general, without specific rcgiird to ultradrawability. It states
that due to the complex interconnections of different crystallites by many chains,
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deformation of the phase structure is possible only if the crystallites are destroyed and
reformed at some point. While there is evidence for57,97,98 ^nd against35,99,119
decrystallization or melting during necking, indications of melting and recrystallization
during ultradrawing are absent. According to Sadler and Barham57, neutron scattering
shows no indications of melting during the deformation of the already formed fibrillar
structure (stage (iii) of drawing).
Secondly, there is no obvious reason why melting should not occur equally well in
polymers which are not ultradrawable. In particular, the comparison of poorly drawable
spp20,33 or iPBl22 with ultradrawable iPPH or iP4Mp27 shows the shortcomings of
the melting hypothesis. sPP and iPBl should melt, and according to the melting
hypothesis also be ultradrawable, more easily than iPP or iP4MP, which have higher
melting points. That sPP and iPBl are not ultradrawable or solid-state extrudable
demonstrates the inability of the melting hypothesis to account for the experimental data.
The dependence of drawability on the draw rate is also telling: Melting should
occur more easily at high draw rates, where the heat produced by the drawing process has
less time to dissipate. In fact, however, the highest draw ratios are achieved at low draw
rates.^ The mechanism of longitudinal chain motion with an intrinsic rate provides a
natural explanation for this observation.
Experiments on nylon 6^8 and sPP^O indicate that local melting and
recrystallization may occur when drawing is performed very close to the melting
temperature. However, for significantly crystalline materials these processes result in
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poorer drawability, i.e. lower moduli and smaller maximum tensile draw ratios, near the
melting point.20,28
In some sense, on a very local scale, the a,-relaxation does bear some similarity to
melting and recrystallization, since the translational mobility moves individual segments
from the crystalline into the amorphous phase and vice versa. However, the process is
not possible in all polymers below T,; in crystal-fixed systems, the activation energy for
the sliding of the chains is too high.
(II) Sliding of Microfibrils. Mechanism (II) was proposed by Peterlin for stage
(iii) of drawing: "longitudinal sliding of microfibrils past each other" was described as the
main process in the plastic deformation of the fiber structure35,37. Drawing of sPP and
other crystal-fixed polymers suggests that such a process may occur for draw ratios <
1420,32,107 However, this large-scale model does not provide the required relation
between chemical structure and polymer ultradrawability to much higher draw ratios.
Again, the comparison of poorly drawable sPP or iPBl and ultradrawable iPP or iP4MP
is instructive. For these four similar polymers, the friction forces between microfibrils
should be quite similar. In fact, sPP has been shown to be prone to large-scale defects in
its crystallites ^20- nevertheless, its microfibrils cannot slide well enough to produce draw
ratios > 14. Similarly, branched polyethylenes are not ultradrawable, even though their
crystallites are thinner and should slide more easily than those of unbranched
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polyethylene, which is ultradrawable. 1 1 1 Thus, the model of microfibril sliding does not
account for the experimental ultradrawability data.
It should be mentioned that in a brief description of hot drawing, PeterHn did
suggest "increased mobihty in the amorphous and crystalHne regions", without further
discussing in which polymers these does or does not occur.35 Interestingly, in the
explanation of necking, stage (ii), the same paper also suggests a "highly mobilised and
aligned pseudomelf',35 while in fact the main necking process is athennal and occurs even
in the absence of an ac-relaxation,98,107 ^hich only seems to reduce the yield stress^.
This example shows that one must guard against identifying all suggestions of high chain
mobility with the ttc-relaxation.
(Ill) Chain or Loop Pull-Out. The examples of sPP, PET, iPBl, and other
crystal-fixed polymers prove that in the absence of ttc-mobility, pulling a chain through
or out of a crystallite is not sufficiently facile to permit ultradrawing. For iPP, PEO, and
many other helical polymers, this process can be compared to trying to pull a screw
straight out of its hole, which has a prohibitively high activation energy. Only for PE
with its compact all-trans chain, such a direct pull-out process may be conceivable. Even
in this case, a high energy of 270 kJ/mol is required for pulling a chain out of the crystal,
according to a calculation by Kausch and Langbein.^^l ttc-mobile polymers, the
necessary sliding of the chains occurs by thermal activation of helical jumps or related
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motions along a path of lower activation energy that involves chain rotation, and is biased
by the applied stress, reminiscent of Eyring's model43,l 13,1 14 fo^ cold flow of glasses.
The distinction between pulling chains through crystallites and biased helical
jumps is real and testable. Straight pulling would not produce the rotation that can be
observed in the helical jumps by NMR (see Section 4.2). This criterion could be useful in
the analysis of chain translations found in computer simulations of the drawing process.
The comparison of iPP and sPP, which have similar intermolecular interactions,
indicates that the ttc-relaxation is not just a reflection of the intermolecular forces that
counteract chain pull-out. Rather, the ease with which the chain can achieve re-integration
into the crystal lattice after a displacement also plays a significant role (see Section 4.2).
Chain pull-out is also a crucial element of Takayanagi's tie-molecule model^S, which,
however, fails to account for the differences in the forces needed to pull chains out of the
crystallites.
Pull-out of two connected adjacent crystalline stems linked by a loop is a related
process that appears attractive when considering how drawing affects the path of the
chains^^. Again, the poor drawability of the crystal-fixed polymers shows that such loop
pull-out does not occur easily enough to permit ultradrawing.
(IV) Crystal-to-Crystal Transformations occur in many polymers. '^^ In some
cases, for instance orthorhombic/monoclinic PE or the a/(3 forms of iPP, the different
modifications exhibit different packing modes of the chains without changing the helical
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structure. In other cases, the chain structure is also modified, for instance in the different
phases of PTFE or the various forms of iPBl. In a few systems such as PTFE, t-PBD,
or liquid-crystaUine polymers, an order-dynamic-disorder phase transition is known to
be related to the crystalline a-relaxation and thus to drawability. On the other hand,
several polymers do not exhibit good drawability even though they can occur in different
modifications or even undergo crystal-to-crystal transformations. 122 Examples include
iPBI 22 with its several crystalline modifications but poor drawability and cxtrudability,
sPP with its forms I-III 20^ some nylons which undergo crystal—crystal transitions (a
-> y) but draw poorly28,29,107 well as PBT which under stress changes from the a-
to the p-modificationl23. in addition, there are drawable and a^-mobile polymers such as
poly(vinyl alcohol) for which no crystal-to-crystal transformations have been reported.
Thus, it seems that crystal-to-crystal transformations have a relation to drawability only
when they involve a transition into a dynamically disordered phase.
(V) Slip on Crystal Planes. In non-polymeric crystals, deformation under a
shear force occurs by collective translation of large sections of the crystal, which involves
sliding along certain crystal planes. This process is facilitated by the motion of
dislocations. 8^ Several research groups have interpreted the deformation of PE (in stages
(ii)^l and (iii)^^ of drawing) as such a sliding on crystal planes parallel to the [001] chain
direction.^^'^2 fhis process has been termed "chain slip". However, it must be noted
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that such a collective motion of many chains is distinct from the thermally activated chain
diffusion of individual chains that is characteristic of the tte-relaxation. On the other
hand, the overall effect of the individual chains moving, thermally activated, along their
axes in the shear field can be similar to the collective shding. Thus, the chain-diffusion
process resulting from chain rotation-translation as described in this work, while distinct
from crystal-plane chain slip of refs46,91^ should be able to account for most of the
reported observations.
For helical polymers such as POM and PEO, the repeat unit along the chain
direction is more than 1.5 nm long. Thus, straight complete slip of adjacent crystal planes
would require a prohibitively large displacement. At the same time, the rotation that
circumvents this barrier in the helical jumps of individual chains would be required of all
helices on one side of the slide plane. Such a speculative major reorganization of the
crystals of POM and PEO is harder to conceive than the experimentally documented
motion of mdividual chains. Partial fine slip47, which avoids the large displacement,
would lead to disorder in the crystals.
Straight translation on crystal planes may be relevant in PE in stages (i) and (ii) of
drawing. In stage (iii), the agreement of the activation energy of the extensional viscosity
with that of ac-relaxation 180°-flip motion strongly suggests that in PE, the individual-
chain motion is responsible for ultradeformation. In addition, the lack of ultradrawability
in sPP and iPB 1 (form I) shows that the sliding on crystal planes is not efficient enough
to permit ultradrawing, even in polymers with weak intermolecular interactions.
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Concluding Remarks and Outlook. In summary, there is excellent evidence
that the thermally activated chain translation tlirough the crystallites in the a,-relaxation
is the fundamental microscopic process that permits solid-state drawability and
extrudability of semicrystalline polymers. The commonly found vague allusions to
molecular dynamics during ultradeformation are now made specific based on the
independent experimental characterization of the microscopic chain motions by NMR.
The absence of such motions in many polymers, even in some with weak intermolecular
forces, is recognized as an insurmountable barrier to ultradeformation.
The ttc-mobility combines, in a specific way, the crucial features of the other
models discussed above: (I) As realized by Yoon and Flory,39 the deformation process
must be independent of the details of the reentry pattern of chain folds; this was their
argument against crystal-plane sliding and prompted them to support the melting
hypothesis. The ttc-dynamics, with its independent motion of chains, fulfills the
requirement. (II & V) The ttc-mobile chains slide along the c-direction, which will account
for many features attributed to microfibril sliding or chain slip. (Ill) By the bias imposed
on the thermally mobile chains, these are effectively pulled through the crystal. (IV)
Solid-solid transitions are in some systems associated with the ttc-mobility.
However, where the models differ, ttc-mobility provides the more consistent and
comprehensive description of the ultradeformation process. In particular, it explains why
certain polymers can or cannot be extruded or drawn to high draw ratios. On this basis,
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from NMR mobility measurements or simply from dielectric and dynai.ic-mechanical
relaxation data, ultradrawability, or its impossibility, can be predicted.
It is expected that the presence or absence of the a,-relaxation will also affect
other deformation properties of semicrystalline polymers, as studied, for instance, for
polyethylene, an tte-mobile polymer, by Ward and his coworkers 1 14,124. However,
since other processes such as deformation of the amorphous regions or crystalline
lamellae also play a role here,35 comparative studies of a,-mobile and crystal-fixed
polymers are needed.
4.6 Summary
The ultradrawability of semicrystalline polymers has been shown to depend
crucially on the —now experimentally well-characterized — large-amplitude chain
motions in the crystallites that are associated with the ttc-relaxation. Semicrystalline
polymers lacking an ttc-relaxation are fixed by the crystallites and cannot be drawn to
draw ratios in excess of 14. Helical jumps and related large-amplitude motions involving
chain rotation and translation, as proved by NMR in several important ttc-mobile
polymers, provide a clear mechanism for the major rearrangement of chains that is
required for achieving large draw ratios. Rather than pulling chains through the
crystallites directly, the mechanical stress biases the thermally activated jumps of the
chains in the crystallites. This explains the crucial role of temperature and draw/extrusion
rates. Local melting and straight chain pull-out are seen to play no role in ultradrawing.
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Considerations of bo* a.-mobiiily and cliain entanglemenls allow for the first time to
explain and predict which polymers are highly drawabic under what conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
MORPHOLOGY OF ULTRADRAWN POLYETHYLUNli I'lBBRS
5.1 Introduction
Ultradrawn, ultraoricntcd polyethylene fibers (UDF-PE)1,2 are extremely strong
yet lightweight and are used, for instance, in bullet-proof vests. They ean be produced by
gel spinning,3 or solid-state extrusion and tensile drawing4-6 of ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPC). Investigation of the morphology is of both
fundamental and practical significance, providing an excellent example of a unique
microscopic structure that produces outstanding macroscopic properties.
The morphology of UDF-PE has been studied by various techniques. However,
even for the crystallinity, the results are not consistent. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) clearly indicates that lamellar structures are present at small draw
ratios but are absent at large draw ratios (> 80).7 Gauche bands in the infrared (IR)
spectrum and the peak in small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) disappear at draw ratios of
> 80.^ The density^ and heat content of the amorphous component of the fiber can be
different from the bulk material because the chain mobility in the amorphous regions may
be different. As a result, crystallinity measurements by IR and SAXS arc problematic,
and those by differential scanning calorimctry (DSC) and density method have to be used
with caution.^ Crystallinity determination by wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) is
also difficult due to the high orientation of the fibers. Traditional '"'C direct polarization
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nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) canno, give good crystallinity results since the
crystalline '^C T, relaxation time is extremely long and the amorphous band is broad and
low. In Table 5.1 the problems of various methods to determine crystallinity in the nbers
are summarized. We will present an approach to make this NMR technique applicable
under these difficult circumstances and will compare the results with the crystallinity
estimated based on the 'H widelinc shape, as well as the results obtained by other
techniques in the Hterature.
Techniques Problems
WAXS Does not work well for highly oriented material
SAXS No peak corresponding to crystalline region
Density Amorphous region morphology is different from bulk PE
case; possible presence of microvoids
DSC Heat content of both crystalline and amorphous
components are different from those in bulk PE
'^C NMR too much measurement time required
IR No gauche bands observed at high draw ratio
Table 5.1 Problems of various traditional methods to determine the
crystallinity in ultradrawn, highly crystalline PE fibers.
Various structural models have been proposed to interpret the unusual
morphology and the extraordinary mechanical properties of the fibers.2,10-15 One of the
contentious points is how the amorphous phase is distributed in the fiber. In the
"continuous crystal" model, 2,11 the amorphous segments are dispersed defects within
the crystalline phase. This would lead to a structure very different from that of bulk
HDPE material, where amorphous segments are aggregated and form extensive layers. To
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clarify
.his issue, it is necessary to determine tlte sizes of, and mobilities in, the
co's.alline and amorphous regions in the Hbers. In the follow.ng, the domain sizes will be
determined by 'll spin diffusion and mobilities by 'H and '^C NMR spectra. Based on
the NMR data and a comparison with other experhnenlal facts, a structural model of
IJDF-PE will be proposed.
There are several other important morphological features of the fibers which have
not been characterized conclusively. For example, based on NMR experiments, it has
been claimed that a large (>25o/o) mobile but oriented interphase component is present in
the fibers. 16 Also, it is not clear if there are any trapped entanglements (rigid gauche
conformers) within the crystallites of ultradrawn PE. Finally, strong small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) equatorial intensity (perpendicular to the fiber axis) in fibers with high
draw ratio has been observed5,17 and assigned to voids. 17 We will address these issues
in this paper.
In addition to the intermediately mobile amorphous regions, a highly mobile
fraction in drawn polyethylenes has been detected by 'll wideline NMR. 18, 19 such
a component was not observed in extruded PE by Porter and coworkcrs.20 Wc will
confirm the presence of a highly mobile phase in the drawn UDF-PE, which does not
exist either in the extruded precursor material or after the fibers have been melted and re-
crystallized. The size, chemical composition and physical origin of the highly mobile
component will be discussed.
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5.2 Experimental
A sample of uUradrawn UllMWPE fibers (eioss section 0.1 mm x 1.8 mm,
referred to as UDF-PE in the following) was kindly provided by the late Prof R. S.
Porter. The molecular weight (viscosity average) is about 3 x 10^ To produce the fibers,
films of compacted Himont Hifax 1900 reactor powder were solid-state extruded at 1 10°C
to a draw ratio of 5, followed by tensile drawing at 135T. The final draw ratio achieved
is 82-85, with tensile moduli of up to 130 GPa. No isolopic labeling was used. A
commercial gel-spun UHMWPB fiber Spectra® 900 (gel-spun UD1--PE) was also studied
for comparison.
The following samples were used in the various NMR experiments: (1) UDl-'-PH,
placed in a 7-mm rotor for the MAS experiments, with the fiber iixes along the rotor iLxis.
(2) A uniaxially oriented UDI"-PE sample for static NMR experiments: The fibers were
aligned parallel to each other and wrapped with Tefion® tape. Two sections of 6-nuu
length were cut out and aligned ptuallel to each other in the NMR radio-frequency coil of
8-mm diameter. (3) Extruded UHMWPE (precursor of UDF-PE fiber) with extrusion
ratio of 5 (E-PE). The dimensions of the sample arc 5 mm x 6 mm x 15 mm. (4) A bulk
UHMWPE sample which was prepared by melting the UDF-PE fibers and cooling them
in air (UDF-PE„„,/,,,j). (5) Randomly oriented gel-spun UDF-PE fibers in a 7-mm rotor.
The dimensional density of UDF-PE and E-PE was determined by measuring the
mass and the dimensions of the materials. The dimensions of E-PE were taken directly
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by a caliper. The width and length of UDF-PE were measured directly and the thickness
was calculated by stacking many layers of the tapes together and measuring the total
thickness. The dimensional density measured this way is (1.00±0.03) g/cm' for E-PE,
and (0.85+0.03) g/cm' for UDF-PE. which agrees with the reduced dimensional density
measured in highly drawn HOPE by Ward et al.21
The NMR experiments were performed on Bruker MSL 300 and DSX 300
spectrometers (Bo- 7 T). Several different NMR pulse sequences were used in this
study, as shown in Fig. 5.1: (1) Direct polarization (DP). '^C magnetization is excited by
a single 90° pulse, see Fig. 5.1(a). (2) A CP (cross polarization)/' T, (T,.c) filter
experiment22, see Fig. 5.1(b). The T,,c filter is created by storing the '^C magnetization
alternatively along the ±z direction after CP. The '^C magnetization with shorter T, will
survive the filter to a lesser extent. (3) Goldman-Shen experiment with 'H detection using
a dephasing time of 100 |xs, see Fig. 5.1(c). The highly mobile phase was selected. (4)
Goldman-Shen experiment with '^C detection, see Fig. 5.1(d). The cross polarization time
was 1 ms. The dephasing time was 29.3 |j.s so that after the dephasing the crystalline
signal vanishes but most of the amorphous signal is retained. In all experiments, the 'H
90°-pulse lengths were 4.0 [is and the decoupling power was 80 kHz. The chemical shift
calibration is based on a crystalline PE chemical shift of 32.8 ppm. One 90° pulse was
used to obtain the 'H signals, with a short dead-time delay of 3 )xs before detection. The
recycle delays used in the CP and proton experiments were 10 s. With such a recycle
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Recycle
'H delay
(a) 90'
13<
Decoupl.
Detection
(c) 90\
'H
'TlP'''^'"
Detection
90°±x 90°x
Detection
T2 Filter Spin Diffusion
90°x 90°±x 90°x
(d) I^P 1 Decoupl.
13,
T2 Filter Spin Diffusion
/A CP
Detection
Fig. 5.1: Solid-state NMR pulse sequences used in Chapter 5. Except for
minor modifications, they have been described in the literature, (a) Direct-
polarization (DP) NMR experiment, (b) CP/Ti,c experiment. Cross-
polarization excites rigid regions efficiently. A +z/-z phase cycle in alternate
scans is introduced so that the final (t±z -> oo) signal is zero, (c) 'H spin
diffusion Goldman-Shen experiment (without sample rotation), (d) spin
diffusion Goldman-Shen experiment with '^c detection under magic-angle
spinning.
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delay, the 'H lineshape is the same as with an infinitely long recycle delay since during
this period spin diffbsion is efficient enough to equilibrate the magnetization.
5.3 Results
5-3.1 Crystallinity Measurement
In the DP/MAS spectrum the amorphous and crystalline peaks appear at 31.3 and
32.8 ppm, respectively, as seen in Figures 5.2(a) and (b). In order to calculate the
crystallinity from the spectra, two problems have to be overcome: (1) Full relaxation of
both components is required, but in UDF-PE the crystalline regions have an extremely
long C T, (~ 5000 s), see Discussion. In addition, the amorphous component makes up
only a small portion of the fibers. Therefore, the measurement time necessary to acquire a
flilly relaxed '^C spectrum with good amorphous signal is intolerable (>10 days). (2)
Crystalline and amorphous signals partially overlap.
The problems can be solved by a combination of four '^C NMR experiments: (1)
A DP experiment with a relatively short recycle delay and a large number of scans to
measure the amorphous signal with good sensitivity. (2) A DP experiment with a long
recycle delay and a small number of scans to measure the almost fully relaxed crystal
signal. (3) A CP/Ti,c filter experiment (Figure 5.1) with the Ti,c-filter length equal to the
recycle delay in experiment (2) to determine the correction factor for incomplete
relaxation of the crystal signal. (4) An experiment to determine the pure amorphous signal
line shape.
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Since the amorphous regions have a short T,,c , in experiment (1) we can observe
the fully relaxed amorphous signal. To avoid the heteronuclear Overhauser enlmncement
of the '^C signal, the recycle delay must be much longer tlian T,.h. Recycle delays of 20 s
and 50 s were used, giving very similar amorphous signal heights per scan, see Fig. 5.2(a)
and (b). However, in this spectrum the crystalline signal is incompletely relaxed. In
experiment (2) where the recycle delay was long (10,000 s), a sufficiently strong
crystalline signal is obtained but the amorphous signal is poor because of the low
crystallinity and the small number of scans, see Fig. 5.2(c) and (d). So by combining two
experiments (1) and (2), the relative intensity of the signals of the crystalline and
amorphous regions can be obtained.
To determine the correction factor for incomplete relaxation after a recycle delay
tRD = 10,000 s, we performed the CP/Ti_c filter experiment (3). Due to the phase cycling
that stores the magnetization along +z and -z in alternate scans, the total intensity decays
towards zero as a function of the T^c filter time. The decay constant is the same as that
in the signal increasing from zero towards the full equilibrium magnetization in the direct
polarization experiment. The data in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) show that at ambient
temperature, the signal at tm =10,000 s decays to 10 % of the original signal, which was
obtained with a short filter time of 1 s. This means that in the DP experiment with a
recycle delay of 1 0,000 s the crystalline signal shows 90% of the fully relaxed intensity.
To separate out the amorphous component in the partially crystalline signal, we
obtained pure amorphous line shapes in two different ways using (i) a DP/MAS
experiment with very short recycle delay (1 s), and (ii) CV/Tj^ filter experiment, where a
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Fig. 5.2: 13c direct-polarization spectra of UDF-PE demonstrating the procedure
for crystallinity measurement. The spectra in (a) - (c) are rescaled to compensate
for the different numbers of scans, (a) Recycle delay of 20 seconds, 512 scans,
(b) Recycle delay of 50 seconds, 2048 scans, (c) Recycle delay of 10,000
seconds, 8 scans, (d) Same as (c), but scaled by 1/16 to show the crystalline peak
fully. The small signal to the left of the peak of the predominant orthorhombic
crystallites is due to the monoclinic crystal modification.
T -r- I ' ' 1 i ' 1 1 '
30 ppm 40 30 ppm
Fig. 5.3: CP/T) c filter spectra and pure amorphous line shapes of UDF-PE. (a)
and (b): CP/Ti,c filler spectra of UDF-PE with filter length of (a) 1 s and (b)
10,000 s. (c) and (d): Pure amorphous line shapes of UDF-PE obtained by (c) DP
(recycle delay = 1 s) and (d) CP/T2 filter (filter time =16 ms).
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free '11 cvolu,ion (16 ^s) before CP is applied and (he e,7s.nlli„e-pha.e n,agnetiza.io„ is
destroyed as a result of ,he strong
'l l-'l 1 dipolar eouplings. The spee.ra arc shown in Fig.
5.3(c) and (d). The area/heighl ratios lb,- ,hc two line shapes are eqnal within an error
margin of 3%.
With the information obtained in the above experiments, the erystaUinity can be
calculated from the following formula:
_
Ac°°/NS, 1
crystal A A ~ NS A (5.1)
-„c [ ^ac 1 _L_ac_
^
NS, NS,, NS,, a;-
where A,'" is the area of the completely relaxed crystalline magnetization after NS, scans,
and A;,, is the fully rehixed amorphous component after a recycle delay of 20 or 50 s,
with NS;,, scans.
The CP/T| correction leads to:
A,- = A,/(1-^) (5.2)
where is the area of crystalline signal at long recycle time (10,000 s), I,,,,,! and 1^,, are
crystalline signal height in CP spectra with long (10,000 s) and short (1 s) 'l^c
respectively.
From simple peak-shape considerations,
^a la
with the area Aa and height la of the pure amorphous line shape spectrum.
Thus, we obtain
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The ratio of the numbers of scans, A^^^A^^,,, is exactly known. Thus, the crucial
factor is the ratio of the pure amorphous and crystalline peak areas, each of which is
available with good signal-to-noise ratio. The signal heights I, and 1,, can be read off with
high precision. Note that (1-^//,,) is a minor correction factor that deviates from unity
typically by less than 10%.
The crystallinity resuk obtained based on Eq. (5.4) is (87.5±1)%. Taking into
account possible uncertainties from spectrometer instability which may lead to signal
amplitude fluctuation, the crystallinity from our method is (88±2)%. This value agrees
with the ~ 90% crystallinity reported in the literature5,8 based on density measurements
for similar fibers with a draw ratio of ~ 100. It is higher than the simple DSC crystallinity
of- 80%) obtained for similar fibers.^ Considering the uncertainties of the DSC method
mentioned in the Introduction, we believe that our result is more reliable.
'H spectra are often useful to obtain mobility information in materials. Fig. 5.4
(pg. 117) shows the 'H spectra of three samples: the extruded precursor (E-PE), the
drawn fibers(UDF-PE), and the fiber material after melting (UDF-PEn,eitcd)- The chain
axes of the first two samples were aligned along the magnetic field while the last sample is
isotropic. In all the three spectra broad and narrow components are observed, associated
with relatively rigid crystalline and mobile amorphous regions, respectively. The
linewidth of the amorphous signal is narrower (i.e., the 'l l T2 is longer) because the
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nK,hiIity of the segments in the amorphous regions partially averages out the strong 'll-
'11 dipolar eouplings. liased on the linewiclth difference, the erystallinity of the Hbers c.m
be estimated from the ' 1
1
speetrum. In Fig. 5.4(b), the erystalline and amorphous signals
arc quite clearly distinguished. In a wideline-separation expenment,23 the 'll lineshape of
the crystalline regions was determined. The erystallinity from the area ratio is (88±2)%.
which agrees very well with the '^C NMR result. The 'lI result may be complicated by
dead time and fmite pulse-length problems; therefore, NMR is a more accurate way to
determine the erystallinity in these materials.
5.3.2 A Second, I lighly Mobile Amorphous Phase in the fibers
In I'ig. 5.4, the 'l I spectra of 1 --Pi; and UDl--l>R„„,„d show the typical two-pha.se
feature of PI' materials: a broad crystalline part and a narrower amorphous part.
However, in the UDI'-PIi spectrum, besides these two phases, there is an additional
sharper component with much higher mobility, as indicated by a 'll line width of
(1.810.2) kHz. This highly mobile pha.se makes up (0.8±0.2)% of the total sample.
The 'll chemical shift of the component is (1.510.1) ppm, which is the typical
methylene proton value. To examine if it is a small-molecule impurity, a DP/MAS '^C
spectrum was measured with short recycle delay of 1 s, which is long enough for the Tj^c
relaxation of the highly mobile components, see P'ig. 5.5. l'"rom the chemical shift values,
the small peaks at 14 and 23 ppm can be assigned to end groups (CII3) and ncxt-to-end
CH2 units. With the reasonable approximation that all the peaks in the spectrum are
relaxed to the same extent and have a similar nuclear Overhauser enhancement, each small
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Fig. 5.4: IH wideline spectra of UHMWPE. (a) Extruded precursor, draw ratio
X=5 (E-PE); (b) Ultradrawn fiber, draw ratio X = 82-85 (UDF-PE). (c) Fiber
material after melting and recrystallization (UDF-PE,ei,cd). The ultradrawn
fiber shows a narrow (i.e. highly mobile) component that is absent in the other
spectra.
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Fig. 5.5: '3C direct polarization spectra of UDF-PE to detect impurities. The
signal at 84 ppm is a spinning sideband (indicated by s.s.) of the major CH2
peak. The dispersive signal at 63 ppm is background from outside the sample.
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peak makes up 0.01% of the total signal (including crystalline). Assuming that the
end groups are methyl groups and the chains are relatively free of long branches, these
concentrations agree with those expected for end groups of polymers whh a number-
average molecular weight of ^300,000. If the highly mobile chains were short-chain
paraffins, the end-group signal would be much higher. Therefore, the major component of
the highly mobile phase must be polyethylene chains. A similar narrow 'H signal was
also found in the gel-spun Spectra® 900 fibers (gel-spun UDF-PE), with a similar
concentration. Another mobile component which is separate from the highly mobile CH2
units was found in this gel-spun material, with '^C and 'H chemical shifts of 4.0 and 71
ppm, respecfively. It is assigned to ethylene oxide oligomers used as an additive to assist
the gel-spinning process. Considering the different processing involved in the production
of the two kinds of fibers, the presence of the highly mobile phase seems to be a universal
feature of ultradrawn PE fibers.
Among the three spectral components, the narrow line of the highly mobile phase
is least sensitive to dead time problems and other spectrometer limitations, and the
isolated sharp line observed after 'H T2 selection (see Figure 5.6, pg. 120) confirms its
presence unequivocally. As regards the quantification, even if the area of the rigid
components were underrepresented by 20% in Fig. 5.4, the fraction of highly mobile CH2
groups would be reduced by only 0.2%, to 0.6%.
There is further strong evidence that this component is not a small-molecule
impurity: i) GPC of the fiber material shows no small MW products.^4 ii) The UDF-PE
fibers were produced by solid-state deformation, so no solvent was introduced; no other
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additives were put into the material either, iii) The component is found neither in the
precursor (E-PE) nor after recrystaUization (UDF-PE^.U- A similar sharp component
was also observed by other groups and ourselves in HDPE18,19 that had been highly
drawn without any use of additives (see Section 5.4.4).
To show that the small sharp signal indeed is due to very highly mobile segments
and not just the narrowest part of the general amorphous signal, we selected it by a T^
filter. By a very long T2.H filter time of 100 |as, the magnetization in both crystalline and
normal amorphous regions were destroyed by dephasing and only that in the highly
mobile phase survived, see Fig. 5.6 (a), which was taken with a negligible spin diffusion
time of 0.5 ms. This means that the highly mobile component has a much longer T2 h
than the normal amorphous phase and the former is not a part of the latter, but a distinct
phase. By contrast, in a T2,h dephasing experiment of UDF-PEn,eited, all of the
amorphous signal was uniformly suppressed by the filter. It was impossible to separate
a component with longer Tj^h- This shows that the highly mobile component has
vanished after melting and recrystaUization.
A Goldman-Shen 'H spin diffusion experiment was performed to obtain the
information about the size of the highly mobile phase. First, a T2,h filter of 100 |is was
applied to select the magnetization in the highly mobile phase while the magnetization in
the crystalline and normal amorphous regions was destroyed by dephasing. Then the
magnetization was flipped back to the z-direction and 'H spin difftision proceeded. Very
little diffusion from the highly mobile phase to the other two phases was observed even
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i(a)
0.5 ms
Fig. 5.6: 'II spin dilTusion and inversion recovery spectrum ol UDF-PE. (a) 'H
spin diffusion of UDF-PE from the highly mobile amorphous phase, after a T2
filter of 100 |is duration with mixing times as indicated. At the bottom, the
unfiltered spectrum (corresponding to infinite diffusion time) is shown for
reference. Equilibrium is not achieved even after 200 ^is of spin diffusion, (b)
'H inversion recovery spectrum of UDF-PE, with a recovery time of 500 ms.
The short T\ ]\ and distinct nature of the highly mobile phase are apparent in its
faster inversion recovery behavior.
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after 200 ms of spin diffusion (Fig. 5.6(a)). Equilibrium was not achieved at very long
diffusion time (>1 s) even if accelerated by the T,h relaxation. In comparison, spin
diffusion from >5-mn thick rubbery domains25,26 from 3-nm thick water layers
between lipid bilayers27 with even narrower protons lines proceeds much faster. Based
on these references, the diameter of the highly mobile domains is estimated very
conservatively as > 3 nm. In fact, as discussed below, it is well possible that the highly
mobile components do not form compact domains, but loose loops and isolated chains in
voids of > 100 nm diameter. Inversion recovery, Fig. 5.6(b), shows that T,,„ of the
highly mobile component is less than 0.5 s, which is much shorter than for the other
protons (> 2 s for both amorphous and crystalline protons). This is further proof that
the spin diffusion between the highly mobile components and the other regions is very
slow.
5.3.3 Sizes of Crystalline and Amorphous Regions
The crystalline and amorphous domain sizes can be characterized by 'H spin
diffusion.28,29 magnetization in the amorphous regions can be selected based on
the longer 'H Tj, and diffusion into the crystallites can be observed. A Goldman-Shen
experiment with '^C detection was performed to determine the domain sizes in the UDF-
PE. The dephasing time was chosen so that the crystalline magnetization was exactly zero
while the major part of the amorphous region magnetization was preserved. Equilibrium
of magnetization across the two phases appears to be reached after 100 ms (Figure 5.7).
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Fig. 5.7: '^C-detected 'H spin diffusion from amorphous to crystalline regions,
(a) Series of spectra with diffusion times of 1 ms to 500 ms as indicated, (b)
Spin-diffusion plot of crystalline and amorphous signal intensities with fits. For
fit parameters see text.
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While the final value in the increasing crystalline-phase magnetization may be vaguely
defined, the amorphous-phase magnetization will decrease to an asymptotic value of 1 -
fc, where f, is the crystallinity. The data show that this final value is nearly reached
within the accessible mixing times.
A simulation based on a 1-D spin diffusion model was performed (see Fig. 5.7).
The input information was: a crystallinity of 88% and lamellar morphology; spin
diffusion coefficients in crystalline and amorphous regions of 0.8 and 0.15 nm^/ms,
respectively. The data were corrected for T, relaxation to first order28,29^ but otherwise
Ti relaxation was not taken into account in the simulation. The best fit corresponds to an
amorphous region size of 5.5 nm and crystallite diameter of 50 nm. These values should
be understood as the smallest diameter rather than the average size of the domains. The
true smallest thickness of the domains will be larger, since the fibers do not have a lamellar
morphology. The simulation was based on a simple diffusion model appropriate for a
lamellar morphology, where only one dimension (perpendicular to the lamellae) is relevant
for the diffusion process. If more dimensions participate in the spin diffusion, e.g. two
for cylindrical or three for spherical domains, the smallest domain size found from the
initial slope in the spin diffusion plot increases proportional to this dimensionality.30
Given that the amorphous regions are more likely to be dispersed in the crystalline matrix,
a dimensionality of two is a reasonable estimate. The smallest diameter of the amorphous
regions is thus estimated as 10 ± 5 nm, and the crystallite diameter as 100 ± 50 nm, with
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large error bars to account for the ur^certainties in the shape and diffusion coefficient of
the amorphous regions.
can
5.3.4 Search for Immobile Defects
In some models of the ultradrawn fibers, gauche conformers are considered to be
embedded in the crystalline phase.H Based on the y-gauche effect, '^C NMR
distinguish between segments in all-trans conformation, which appear at > 32.5 ppm, and
in gauche-containing environments, with chemical shifts < 32.5 ppm. Whereas the
domain size of the amorphous phase detected above has shown that the majority of the
gauche conformers form distinct amorphous regions instead of being dispersed in the
crystalline phase, it is still interesting to investigate whether there are any dispersed
"locked in" gauche defects. Rigid gauche segments would not undergo fast large amplitude
motions (including trans-gauche or gaucheVgauche" isomerizations); therefore, these
segments should have a Ti,c relaxation time comparable to that of the crystalline
components. Since the rigid gauche segments should have both a long Ti c relaxation time
and a high CP efficiency (comparable to that of the crystalline regions), a comparison of a
simple CP and a CP/Ti c filter experiment can give information about the possible
existence of these immobile defects. The spectra are shown in Fig. 5.8 (pg. 129). In Fig.
5.8(b), the signals at 34 and 32.8 ppm are from the monoclinic3U32 ^nd the
orthorhombic crystalline phase, respectively, with an area ratio of 1:23. The shoulder on
the up-field side of the 32.8 ppm signal is from gauche-containing segments. In Fig. 5.8(a),
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the filter length was 10 s so that the mobile-amorphous components were screened out
but the contribution of the rigid gauche segments would remain (T,c > 10 s). They would
appear at the up-field side of the crystalline signal. In the spectrum of Fig. 5.8(a), no such
gauche signal with long T,c was found, which suggests that the rigid gauche component
makes up less than 1% of the total rigid population.
5.4 Discussion
5-4.1 Sizes of Crystalline and Amorphous Regions
At room temperature, the UDF-PE fiber has a long-time T,,c of 5,000 s. The T, c
of crystalline PE has been studied with various samples and it was found that it depends
mainly on the crystallite thickness.33 if we assume that this conclusion can be extended
to ultradrawn fibers, the Ti,c of 5,000 s corresponds to a crystal thickness of ~ 60 nm in
UDF-PE.33 This is in agreement with the result obtained by our spin diffusion
experiment.
According to the domain size obtained from spin diffusion and the mobility of the
amorphous regions reflected in the 'H line shape, the amorphous regions are neither large
separate pockets outside of huge continuous crystals, nor very small defects embedded in
them. The size of the amorphous regions more likely resembles that in bulk HDPE.
Knowing the domain sizes, we are able to interpret the 'H T] relaxation behavior.
In the UDF-PE studied here, Ti h is about 3.2 s at room temperature, which is at least
twice as long as in melt-crystallized high density polyethylenes. It increases slightly with
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temperature, to ^ 4.5 s at 360 K. Since the intrinsic T,„ in the crystalHne regions
expected on the basis of the T, is much longer, the measured T,,. values must reflect
'H spin diffusion from the amorphous regions, where T,,„ relaxation is relatively fast.
Due to the high crystallinity, it takes the small amorphous fraction a longer time to i^lax
the magnetization in the crystallites than it does in HDPE. The increase of T,,,, in the
crystallites with temperature reflects the increase of T,,h in the amorphous regions, which
are in the fast-motion limit. There are two facts indicating that spin-diffusion is not the
rate-limiting step: First, the Goldman-Shen experiment shows that equilibrium can be
reached in 0.1 s, which is much shorter than T,,h. Secondly, T,,„ is mono-exponential to
a good approximation.
In the absence of spin diffusion, the equation for T, h relaxation can be written as
AM ^1 1^ = -^(M/.-Mr) (5.5)
where Ma is the magnetization in the amorphous regions if there is no spin diffusion,
Tia is intrinsic relaxation time of the amorphous regions, and Ma" is the equilibrium
magnetization of the amorphous regions. If spin diffusion is much faster than relaxation,
then the increase AMa of the magnetization in the amorphous regions is only a fraction fg
(=l-fc, where fc is the crystallinity) of what it would be without spin diffusion:
AM„ AMJ'
At At
Therefore, we have
' O-fc)
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T - "^laM
l-fc (5.6)
Where T, is the >H relaxation time of the amorphous regions in the presence of fast spin
diffusion. It is also the T, of the total sample. This suggests that cryslallinity can be
estimated from T,,„ of the sample. On the other hand, knowing the crystallinity ai.d the
T, relaxation time of the whole sample, the intrinsic T, relaxation time of the amorphous
regions can be obtained. For UDF-PE, with a crystallinity of 88% and T, of 3.2 s, T,^ is
approximately 0.4 s.
Equation (5.6) also suggests that for semicrystallinc polymer samples of different
crystallinity, even if the intrinsic T, of the amorphous regions T„ may be similar, the
overall T,,,, can be quite different. For example, with the same T,a of 0.4 s, a PE sample
with crystallinity of 88% has a T,,„ of 3.2 s, while it is only 1.3 s when the crystallinity
is 70%.
5.4.2 Mobility of Amorphous Reuions
In Fig. 5.4 the 'll line widths at half height of amorphous PE in E-PE, UDF-PE
and UDF-PE,„ei,ed are (19±1) kHz, (15±1) kHz, and (8±1) kHz, respectively. For
reference, the amorphous-component linewidth of a commercial HOPE with 70%
crystallinity is (1 1+1) kHz. This means that there are different mobilities in amorphous
regions of various PE materials. Correspondingly, the density of the amorphous regions
may be different for different materials, which must be taken as a precaution when using
the density method for crystallinity measurements.
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5.4.3 A Large Interphase?
Recently, NMR data of ultradrawn PE fibers very similar to the UDF-PE
investigated here were interpreted in terms of a 30 % mobile and oriented interfacial
fraction which has a '^C T, of 1.8 s.l6 Our measurements show that this conclusion is
incorrect. In the spectrum shown in Fig. 5.2(a), the interfacial fraction is nearly fully
relaxed in the 20 s of recycle delay, yet makes up a much smaller area than the amorphous
signal, which corresponds to about 10% of the total material. Actually, the same
conclusion can be drawn from the first spectrum (with recycle delay of 10 s) in Fig. 2 of
reference 7, which shows that the mobile oriented fraction is comparable to the
amorphous fraction. Both observations show that the mobile and oriented interfacial
fraction is less than 1 0%.
It is also important to note that the Tj c relaxation in the crystallites is mostly not
due to an intrinsic mechanism but results from chain (or spin) diffusion from the
amorphous regions.34-36 go has a Vt rather than an exponential time dependence.
Therefore, the exponential fits to Ti c decay data to extract multiple components lack
experimental support.
Still, the fast-relaxing crystalline component can be assigned to the interfacial
regions, since the Ti c relaxation is mostly due to chain diffusion from the fast-relaxing
amorphous regions.^'^"^^ '^C direct-polarization spectra after recycle delays of 20 s and
10,000 s, Figures 5.9(a) and (b), show that the fast-relaxing all-trans fraction has a
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(a)
Fig. 5.8: CP and CP/Ti,c filtered spectra of UDF-PE. (a) CP/Tj c filtered
spectrum, filter length = 10 s selecting relatively immobile segments. No signal
is observed in the 25 ~ 30 ppm range (gauche information). The signal at 34
ppm is from the monoclinic modification, (b) Regular CP spectrum for
reference. The shoulder at 30 ~ 32 ppm is from the amorphous phase, (c) CP
spectrum scaled by 1/10 to show the whole signal.
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Fig. 5.9: direct-polarization spectra at recycle delays of (a) 20 s and (b)
10,000 s, respectively, taken from Fig. 5.2(a) and (d) to show the lineshape
difference of the all-trans signals at different relaxation times.
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distinctly larger '^C MAS lincwidth. Its lull width at halfmax.nn.n. is 70 II., compared
to 25 Hz for the crystalline core. The increased lincwidth indicates that the segments near
the interface have some limited mohility and disorder, while their chemical shift shows
that they arc still mostly all-trans. The all-trans signal after a recycle delay of 50 s (fig.
5.2b) has a composite line shape which can he decomposed into 70-11/ and 25-Hz
components to a good approximation, indicating that a relatively clear boundary exists
between the two components. In the total material, the fast relaxing, broadened all-trans
component accounts for 5%. In addition to the intcrftice, taut tic moIccules^7,38 „,ay
also contribute to this signal.
5.4.4 The Highly Mobile Phase
The series of spectra in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6 clearly show the presence of 0.8% of
a highly mobile phase in UDF-PE, apparently induced by tensile drawing. A similar
mobile fraction was also observed by other groups and ourselves in drawn high-density
polyethylenes (Mw - 10^).l^'l^^ Smith ct al.^^ and Kitamaru el al.'^ suggested that it
was due to a low-molecular-weight fraction and to the segments which are close to the
chain ends, respectively. However, there was no experimental proof for these arguments
and it is not clear why these fractions should become observable only upon drawing.
By measuring the mass and dimension of the fibers, Ward et al. obtained a fiber
density of ~ 0.8 g/cm^, while by the floatation method, the density was close to 1.00
g/cm\21 I'hey reasonably attributed this discrepancy to the existence of voids in the
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fibers. By SEM, they observed that the voids are long thin cavities between the fibrils,
with widths greater than 100 nm21 The density of UDF-PE which we deten^ined by
measuring the mass and dimensions was (0.85±0.03) gW, which is close to the result by
Ward et al. In contrast, the density of the extruded precursor (E-PE) measured in the
same way is (1.00±0.03) g/cm^. This suggests that the drawing process introduces a
considerable volume of voids, while extrusion does not. An interesting fact is that the
highly mobile phase was not observed in extruded PE (Fig. 6a, also see ref 20). These
observations strongly suggest that voids may lead to the highly mobile phase.
A reasonable speculation to explain such a relationship is the following: The
segments on the void surface and traversing the voids to connect different crystallites
highly mobile. Due to their mobility and limited contact with the crystallites and regul
amorphous regions, spin diffusion from and to the highly mobile segments is slow. Since
a material with many voids has a big surface area, the fibers will have a considerable
amount of such a mobile component, as observed in the 'H spectra. A rough estimate of
the void size from the highly mobile fraction of 0.8 %, the void volume fraction of 20%,
and a hypothetical thickness of the mobile surface-layer component of 3 nm yields a
diameter of ~ 300 nm, assuming the voids have a cylindrical shape. This is consistent with
the widths of the voids observed by SEM.21
Pennings and coworkers observed excess SAXS intensity in gel-spun PE fibers
and ascribed it to the existence of voids. Assuming that the voids are empty, they
calculated a void volume fracdon of 1% in hot-drawn gel-spun fibers. The discrepancy
are
ar
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with the void volume fraction of - 15% obtained by the density measurements must be
due to the fact that only the voids which are small enough (< 100 nm) produce detectable
SAXS intensity.
A highly mobile, liquid-like component on the surface of the fibrils will have
properties of a lubricant. Indeed, it is well known that ultradrawn PE fibers have a very
low friction coefficient and exceptionally good abrasion resistance compared, for instance,
to carbon or Kevlar® fibers. 1 We suggest that this could be due to the highly mobile
component on the surface of the PE fibrils.
With the above hypothesis, we need to understand why these surface segments
should have a higher mobility than their regular amorphous counterparts. Actually,
HOPE has an unusually low mobility in the amorphous regions considering its low glass
transition temperature (mobility sets in at -130°C or possibly even lower, as indicated by
the fact that PE is drawable at 77K 39) xhis is probably because the strong
crystallization tendency of HDPE chains shortens the amorphous segments connecting
the crystallites and thus lowers their mobility. This becomes more obvious if we
compare with the amorphous segment mobility in LDPE, which has a 'H width of several
kHz, similar to the highly mobile component in the fiber and much narrower than for
amorphous HDPE. Therefore, the mobility of the "highly mobile" component is not
unusually high, but rather normal.
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^"^^ A Structural Model for IJltr^^Hrawn UHMWPF
The tensile modulus of ultradrawn PE fibers which is close to the theoretical value
suggests that in the fibers there are continuous crystals along the fiber direction.2 In fact,
long crystalline blocks (~ 3 ^tm) were found by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)
.7 On the other hand, our study shows that the material studied has a considerable
amorphous component (-12%) with an average diameter of - 10 mn. A study of the same
material has shown that the chain undergo 180° flips with rates of 1000/s at 360 K^O.
This mobility strongly suggests that most chains have alternate crystalline and
amorphous portions. The fact that in hot drawing, a single molecule is drawn to a ratio
significantly smaller than that of the whole materiaHl and less than necessary for
stretching the chain out completely6,42-aiso requires that chains will have many folds
which form amorphous regions. The seemingly contradictory observations of continuous
crystals and small amorphous domains are accommodated by the following structural
model: In every fibril the crystalline phase is continuous but an individual chain is not in a
continuous crystal. The amorphous phase is dispersed in the crystal and most of the
chains are alternately crystalline and amorphous. This is similar to the picture described
in ref. 43 where the high modulus is provided by the continuous crystalline phase, except
that in our model there are few if any fully extended crystalline chains. The sizes of
amorphous regions are roughly comparable to those in melt-crystallized linear high-
density polyethylene. There are voids between the fibrils and the segments on the
surfaces are highly mobile. A schematic of this phase structure is shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Proposed phase structure of ultradrawn UIIMWPIZ fibers,
consisting of five components: 80 % orlhorhombic crystal, 3 % monoclinic
crystal, 5 % crystal-amorphous interface (delineated by dashed lines), 11 %
amorphous region, and 0.8 % highly-mobile component. The monoclinic and
orthorhombic crystallites are indicated by different spacings. The crystalline
phase is continuous but the chains alternately traverse crystalline and
amorphous regions. The interfacial segments are all-trans but have partial
dynamical disorder. There are voids between the fibrils. The segments on the
surface of the voids or traversing them arc highly mobile (dashed arrows).
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Altogether, five morphological components have been identified: 83% crystal core, of
which 80% is orthorhombic and 3% monoclinic, with a thickness of -100 nm; 5%
disordered all-trans interfacial and/or tie molecules; 1 1% mobile amorphous regions, with
diameters of ~ 10 nm; and 1% highly mobile segments, probably at void surfaces or
traversing voids.
5.5 Summary
The structure of ultradrawn ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene fibers has been
investigated by solid-state NMR. A crystallinity of (88±2)% was determined by
traditional 'H NMR lineshape decomposition, and by a new adaptation of '^C NMR
crystallinity determination for polyethylenes with extremely long crystalline T, relaxation
times. 'H spin diffusion yields amorphous domain sizes of 10 ± 5 nm, and crystalline
regions of 100 ± 50 nm diameters. A second, highly mobile, amorphous phase, making up
(0.8±0.2)% of the sample, was detected by 'H NMR. In spite of its 1.8 kHz 'H line
width, it shows little spin diffusion to the other phases, even on a 500-ms time scale; this
suggests domains of more than 3 nm thickness or chains extending into voids. Being
undetectable in the extruded precursor material and in the fibers after melting, this highly
mobile phase must have been induced by the drawing process. '^C NMR confirms that no
low-molecular-weight additives are present on a level above 0.01%. %. A similar highly
mobile component has also been detected in drawn medium-molecular-weight
polyethylenes. The fraction of partially mobile, oriented interfacial material or lie-
molecules in the fiber was found to be ~ 5%, while rigid gauche conformers could not be
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detected (concentration < 1%). Altogether, five mon^hological components have been
identified: 83% crystal core, of which 80% is orthorhombic and 3% monoclinic, with
thickness of
-100 nm; 5% disordered all-trans interfacial and/or lie molecules; 1 1% mobile
amotphous regions, with diameters of
-10 nm; and 1% highly mobile segments, probably
at void surfaces. On this basis, a structural model for ultradrawn PE fibers is proposed.
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CHAPTER 6
POLYETHYLENE-LIKE CRYSTALLITES IN HUMIC SUBSTANCES
6.1 Introduction
Soil organic matter (SOM) represents a major component of the world surface
carbon reserves. It exerts a profound influence on many aspects of the nature of soil and
on many enviromnental processes, such as fertility, ion exchange capacity, water holding
capacity and sorption of metals and organics. The structures of individual SOM fractions
regulate their reactivity, property, and functions, but are poorly understood. A better
understanding of SOM structures, particularly humic substances, would help to
determine their origin and genesis, reactivity, and roles in environmental processes.
Significant fractions of SOM are poorly soluble or insoluble, being mainly
constituted of macromolecules with molecular weight of > lOl Therefore, solid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is the method of choice for investigating their chemical
and physicochemical structure. Modern solid-state NMR can provide information on
composition, segmental dynamics, domain sizes, and local ordering of macromolecules. 1 '2
However, because of the highly diverse and irregular chemical structure of SOM, the
application of solid-state NMR to SOM has been mainly limited to composition
characterization.3-7
So far, SOM was considered to be amorphous. In this chapter, we describe the
identification and characterization of poly(methylene) crystallites in various humic
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substances by variable-temperature magic-angle spinning, wide-line separation, and spin
diffusion NMR experiments, and by wide-angle X-ray scattering. Implications of these
crystallites for soil properties are briefly discussed.
6.2 Experimental
To represent a range of different origins and processing procedures of SOM, the
following samples were chosen: 1. a commercial humic acid purchased from Aldrich®,
which was extracted from brown coal (ALD-HA); 2. a humic acid and a humin which
were extracted from a peat at Amherst, Massachusetts, USA (AMH-HA and AMH-
humin); 3. An International Humic Substance Society reference material, Florida Pahokee
peat (FLA-peat), and a humin extracted from it (FLA-humin).
As references to the SOM samples, high density polyethylene (HOPE), [-CH2-]n
(~ 70% crystalline) and an ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer with 9% vinyl acetate by
weight (35% crystalline) were also measured.
The NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker MSL-300 spectrometer, at a
•H frequency of 300.13 MHz and a '^C frequency of 75.47 MHz. Four kinds of
experiments were conducted: 1. Cross-polarization (CP) from 'H to '^C; 2. Direct-
polarization (DP) by a '^C 90° pulse; 3. A Goldman-Shen spin-diffusion experiment^
with detection; 4. A two-dimensional (2D) wideline separation (WISE)^ experiment
with total suppression of sidebands (TOSS^^) before detection. All the experiments
were performed under magic angle spinning (MAS), with proton decoupling during
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detection. The spinning speed used in the WISE experiment was 4.5 kHz, while it was 3
kHz in the variable-temperature experiments. In all other experiments, it was 4 kHz. At
these spinning speeds, the sideband intensity of (CH,)„ carbons is less than 5% of the
centerband, and sidebands of other major components are much less than the (CH,).,
signal in the vicinity of 30 ppm. The CP time was 0.8 ms, the recycle delay 1 s. The 'H
decoupling power was 70 kHz. The measuring time for a simple CP spectrum was
typically 2 - 4 hours. The DP spectrum of ALD-HA took 4 hours, that of AMH-HA 1
2
hours. The WISE experiment was acquired with 16 t, increments of 4 |as, in a total
measuring time of 48 hours.
The wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiments were conducted on a
Siemens D500 diffractometer. The source of the radiation is the Cu K„ line, with a
wavelength of 1.5418 A. For AMH-humin, the intensity was averaged for 51 hours, for
ALD-HA for 22 hours.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 NMR Identification of Poly(methvlene) Crystallites
Fig. 6.1(a) shows the CP '^C NMR sspectrum of ALD-HA. The signal spreads
over a wide range (10-210 ppm), and can be assigned to aliphatic, aromatic, carbonyl,
and other chemical groups. 1^ There is a striking sharp peak at 32.9 ppm. In the DP
spectrum in Fig. 6.1(b), the 32.9-ppm peak is relatively lower and the 31 -ppm peak
becomes prominent. The 32.9-ppm and 31 -ppm peaks are assigned to crystalline and
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amorphous (CH.)„ units (>ly(m)ethylene-Hke" chains), respecdvely. For comparison,
the CP and DP spectra of a high density polyethylene (HOPE) sample are shown in Fig.
6.1(c) and (d). The sharp crystalline signal at 32.8 ppm and the broad amorphous signal at
31 ppm can be clearly distinguished. Even though the amorphous and crystalline regions
have the same chemical structure, they exhibit slightly different chemical shifts due to
their different conformations: In the crystalline state, (CH^),, chains are all-trans, while in
the amorphous state, the chains have both trans and gauche conformations. Due to the y-
gauche effectl2, the crystalline and amorphous signals appear at different chemical shifts.
The DP spectrum in Fig. 6.1(d) was acquired with a recycle delay of 10 s, which is short
compared to '^C T, relaxation time of the crystalline component (>100 s). The crystalline
signal is underrepresented due to the incomplete relaxation, while the amorphous signal is
shown much better since its '^C T, is much shorter than 10 s as a result of the chain
mobility.
The CP and DP spectra ofALD-HA (Fig. 6.1a and b) display a similar feature: in
the DP spectrum the crystalline signal is suppressed while the amorphous signal is better
represented. This confirms the crystalline nature of the 32.9 ppm signal.
We have also found the crystalline and amorphous poly(methylene) components
in surface-soil humin and humic acid samples. Fig. 6.2 shows the CP spectra of FLA-
humin and AMH-humin. The sharp peak at 32.9 ppm and the shoulder centered at 31
ppm is remarkable. Fig. 6.3(a) and (b) show the CP and DP spectra of AMH-HA.
Similar as in Fig. 6.1(a) and (c), in the DP spectrum of AMH-HA the crystalline signal at
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F.g. 6.1. MAS spectra of ALD-HA and HOPE, (a) CP spectrum and (b) DP I3c
spectrum (recycle delay = 2 s) of ALD-HA. (c) and (d): CP and DP (recycle delay = 10 s)
"C spectra of HOPE. Note that the scale in (c) and (d) is expanded by a factor of three
Fig. 6.2: CP 13C spectra of FLA-humin and AMH-humin, showing the characteristic
peak-and-shoulder pattern of semicrystalline (CH2)„ near 32 ppm.
T ' 1 ' I ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r
120 80 40 ppm
Fig. 6.3: CP and DP spectra of AMH-HA. (a) CP; (b) DP (recycle delay = 2 s). In the CP
spectrum the crystalline signal at 33 ppm is clearly seen (indicated by the arrow). In the
DP spectrum, the crystalline signal is suppressed because of incomplete Ti-
relaxation during the short recycle delay.
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32.9 ppm is suppressed. It is dear
.ha. ,l,e frac.ion of ,l,e c^stalline componen. in
AMH-HA is much smaller than in AMH-humin.
It should be noted that in CP spectra the crystalline signal is over-emphasized due
to its high CP efficiency which results from the rigidity and the abundance of hydrogens
in the crystallites. A quantification of the percentage is achieved through DP with fully
relaxed crystalline signal, which yields that at 20T, the crystalline and amorphous (CH^)^
in ALD-HA together make up (9±2)% of the total material, with (4±l)o/o being
crystalline. The percentage of (CH2)n in AMH-humin is about (7±2)%, (3±l)o/o being
crystalline. In FLA-humin, the total (CH2)n fraction is (6±2)%, and (2.5±1)% are
crystalline. In the peat humic acid samples, the (CH2)n fractions are smaller.
The 2D wideline-separation (WISE) spectrum of AMH-humin (Fig. 6.4, pg. 148)
shows differences in the 'H-linewidths in co,. The crystalline signal is appreciably wider
than that of the amorphous (CH2)n region, indicating higher mobility in the amorphous
regions. Still, with a halfwidth of 50 kHz, the crystalline signal is narrower than that in
HDPE, which suggests fast anisotropic chain dynamics in the crystallites in AMH-
humin.
Signal intensity at 30-33 ppm in various SOM samples and its assignment to
(CH2)n groups has been documented in the literature.6,13 jt has also been reported that
part of it has a short 'H-'H dipolar dephasing time and long '^C Ti. 13,14 However, the
characteristic two-peak crystalline-amorphous structure was never resolved in the
spectra, due to line-broadening introduced by weak decoupling, short acquisition times,
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and data smoothing. Tl^erefore, the setnictystaUine nature of this component was not
recognized.
It has been found that the (CH,)„ segments persist to a late stage in decomposition
of soil and aquatic organic matter6,15-17 ^nd this is likely the mechanism of kerogen
formationlS. It is well known that synthetic HDPE is extremely difficult to degrade in
the natural enviromnent. 1 9 All these facts suggest that the PE-like component is long-
lasting in soil. We propose that this is at least partly due to the semicrystalline nature of
the poly(methylene) component. Being inaccessible to chemicals20 or enzymes,
crystalline domains in polymers are much harder to biodegrade than their amorphous
counterparts. For example, in poly(£-caprolactone) (PCL), [-(CH2)5-COO-]n, the
amorphous regions are degraded prior to the degradation of the crystalline regions.21
Therefore, we believe that in addition to the chemical stability of the (CH2)n molecules,
the highly compact structure of the (CH2)n crystal contributes to making the residence
time of the (CH2)n component longer than that of other components in humic substances.
Investigating forest soil organic matter by solid-state NMR, Kogel-Knabner et al.
found that the (CH2)n signal in the neighborhood of 30 ppm can be decomposed into more
rigid and more mobile parts and the rigid fraction increases with depth from which the
humic acid was extracted. ^ 3 Since the most likely reason for the mobility difference of
(CH2)n segments is a difference in packing order (crystalline vs. amorphous), in view of
our results it must be expected that the more rigid part described in ref ^3 crystalline,
and since it is more resistant to permeation by small molecules, it has a longer residence
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Innnic acids Iron, y.,„„g coal (AI.D-I lA) found hcc supports (l,is view.
6.3.2 Widc-Anglc X-ray Scallcriii |.
To lurthcr prove the erystalline nature of the 32.9 ppn. peak, wide-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS) was perlonned. i.'ig. 6.5 shows the WAXS patterns of AL,)-„A,
AMll-hun.in, and ilUPE (as a relerenee). The unit cell of orlhorhonihie PE is a = 7.417
A, b = 4.945 A, and c = 2.547 A 22 The strongest Bragg relleetions are (110) (Uutiee
spaeing of 4.11 A) and (200) (3.71 A), whieh appear at 20 = 21.6" and 24.0",
respectively, for Cu K., radiation. AMI l-hunnn shows a small but clear (1 10) rellection at
26 = 21.6", and ALD-IIA shows a more intense (110) rellection, as well as a (200)
rellection at 29 24.0". Due to the small quantity and Unite size (see below) of the
crystallites and the possible presence of defects, some relleetions will be too wide to be
distinguished from the background. Therefore, the reflection intensities do not necessarily
reflect the quantity shown by NMR. These scattering experiments further prove that
crystalline PF-like domains exist in the samples studied, and have the common
orthorhombic crystal modification.
Contrary to the common speculation that rigid chains would be easier to
crystallize in humic substances, the crystallites that we have observed are composed of
highly llexible chains. Having the simplest chemical structure and the widest application,
polyethylene (PE) is by far the most thoroughly studied synthetic polymer. Despite the
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Fig. 6.4: 2D wideline separation (WISE) spectrum of AMH-humin. The first
dimension, co,, displays the iH wideline shape, which indicates mobility (rigid: broad;
mobile: narrow), while the CO2 dimension identifies the structure in terms of the 13C
chemical shift.
0 10 20 30 40
29 O
Fig. 6.5: Wide-angle X-ray scattering pattern of AMH-humin, ALD-HA and HDPE.
The small peaks at 29 = 9° and 19.7° in AMH-humin scattering are from unidentified
crystals.
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flexibility of the polyethylene chains, the crystal fo^ed by them are vety rigid as
manifested by the fact that highly crystalline PE fibers have tensile moduli higher than
steel and are used to make bullet-proof vests23,24. ^hus, it is expected that the (CH,)„
crystallites will exhibit very different properties compared to other no„-c,ys,allizable
aliphatic components in SOM.
Visser et al. have found the evidence of hexagonal crystalline domains in microbial
humic acids.25 These domains are different from the orthorhombic crystallites that we
discuss here, and their chemical structure is not clear.
Schnitzer et al. 26 performed systematic x-ray studies of various humic acids.
They found that one of three broad bands observed correlates with the aliphatic content.
This, however, is not the signal of poly(methylene) crystallites reported here. The band
under consideration is nearly an order of magnitude wider than the Bragg peaks that we
have observed. The broad band actually corresponds to the "amorphous halo" observed
for non-crystalline polyethylene and other hydrocarbons, which reflects the "liquid-like"
short-range order of the segments. Comparison with our x-ray scattering patterns, Fig.
6.5, shows that the signal-to-noise ratio in the diffractograms of ref 26 js insufficient to
detect the small Bragg reflections of the poly(methylene) crystallites in humic acids.
6.3.3 Size of the Crystallites
The melting point T^ of a polyethylene crystallite is a function of its thickness d,
(Tm "Tm^) ~ 1/d, where T^," (~ 145°C) is the melting point for infinitely thick crystals.
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For example, the meltmg point is ^ 135T for common HOPE (thickness ~ 20 nm).
Therefore, the thickness of a crystallite can be estimated by its melting point. Fig. 6.6
shows the temperature dependence of the (CH,),. NMR signals in ALD-HA, compared
with those of the ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer. As the temperature increases, the
crystalline peak in both samples becomes smaller and the amorphous signal larger and
sharper, indicating melting of the crystallites. In the copolymer, the side groups disrupt
crystallization of (CH^)^ units so the crystallites are only ~ 4 mn thick, as determined by
small-angle X-ray scattering. They are thinner than in HOPE and thus have a lower
melting point, as seen in Fig. 6.6(b). In Fig. 6.6(a) the crystallites in ALD-HA are foudn
to have an average melting point of 70T. From comparison with long-chain paraffins
(Table VIII.4 in ref.27) and the melting point depression equation (Gibbs-Thomson
equation) in Fig. VIII. 1027, this corresponds to a thickness of - 3 nm, or ~ 25 CHj units.
The crystallites in AMH-humin show a similar melting behavior, see Fig. 6.7,
where again the crystalline signal decreases and the non-crystalline band increases at high
temperatures. The melting of the crystallites in both SOM samples is another proof of
the crystalline nature of the 32.9-ppm peak. Note also that the signal of the amorphous
regions sharpens in a similar way in both series of spectra Fig. 6.6(a) and (b), indicating
increased thermal mobility of the amorphous (CH2)n regions.
The actual crystallite thickness may deviate from the above estimate since various
end groups may shift the melting point. To estimate the crystal size in a less model-
dependent way, a Goldman-Shen experiment was performed on ALD-HA, see Fig. 6.8.
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Fig. 6.6: Variable temperature spectra of ALD-HA and P(EA^Ac) copolymer. The
spectra in (a) were taken at temperatures of 20°C, 60°C, 70°C, 75 °C, 80°C, and 20°C
(after cooling down from 80°C). The spectra in (b) were taken at 20T 60°C 70°C
80°C, and 90°C.
Fig. 6.7: Variable temperature cross polarization spectra of FLA-peat. Melting of the
crystallites is clearly observed.
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Fig. 6.8: Spin diffusion spectra of ALD-HA. A 20-^.s T2 filter was used
for selecting the mobile components. The diffusion times were 0.1, 1, 2, 5,
10, 20, 50 ms. The rising crystalline signal with diffusion time is clearly
seen.
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After selection of 'H-magnetization in the most mobile regions using a 20-,s 'H T, filter,
diffusion of the magnetization into the surrounding regions oeeurs during a variable n.xing
time t.„ and is observed by the reappearance of the signal of the rigid regions. The smaller
the domain sizes, the faster the reequilibration process. For better structural resolution,
the 'H magnetization distribution is detected indirectly on '^C, after 'll-"^C cross
polarization. With longer spin diffusion time, the increase of the crystalline peak height
and the decrease of the amorphous signal are evident in Fig. 6.8. The equilibriimi is
reached within 5-^10 ms, which corresponds to a thickness of - 3 nm.28 This agrees with
the result obtained from the melting point depression.
In thin PE crystallites, fast chain flips occur29,30 which produce an increased
MAS line width, decreased 'H line width31-33 and shorter •^C T, and 'H 1,^ relaxation
times.34,35 j,^ addition, dynamic disorder may be present, which has similar spectral
effects.28 in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, the crystalline signal (Av ~ 130 Hz) is not as sharp as that
of HOPE (Av - 30 Hz). The '^C T, of the ALD-HA crystalline peak (32.8 ppm) is ~ 5 s
(defined by the time when the signal decays to 1/e of its initial height in a CP/T,
experiment36), which is much shorter than in HOPE samples^^. The T, ,. of 5 ms is also
p,ri
shorter than that of HDPE^O. These short relaxation times support the notion of thin
(CH2)n crystallites in SOM. Paramagnetic species could also reduce the relaxation times.
However, since they are most likely outside the crystallites, their infiuence on the
relaxations will be limited.
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^•^•"^ I^elation between Crystallites nnd Soil Properties
The characteristie all-trans CH, '-^C chemical shift of 32.9 pp„, the melting
behavior, and the X-ray reflections together show unambiguously that there is a
crystalline component composed of (CH,)„ chains in humic substances. The melting
range, chain dynamics, and spin diffusion experiment indicate that the domains have a
thickness of ~ 3 nm. The presence of these crystallites may contribute specific
properties to soil. Since crystalline regions are much less permissive to small molecules
than the amorphous regions, they must have very different sorption capacities. The
crystallites may act as physical cross-links and influence the swelling and solubility
properties. This is consistent with the enrichment of the (CH^)^ components in the
insoluble humin fraction of the AMH peat material. In an environment where the soil
temperature is high, the physical properties of the soil may change because part of the
crystallites have already melted at 60°C.
The (CH2)n fraction in AMH-HA is smaller than in AMII-humin, which indicates
that only a small portion of the (CHj),, chains in SOM has polar end groups that miike
them soluble in basic solution. The amorphous (CH2)n segments arc likely to be shorter
than their crystalline counterparts.
The (CH2)n component may derive from aliphatic biopolymcrs in algal cell walls
and the protective layers of higher terrestrial plants. '6,37,38 Despite their initial low
concentrations in organisms, the high preservation potential of such structures will result
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in their selective enrichment during diaeene<;is 1 8 Thie r^.r.^lu u dg sis. « ihis process was found to be related to
the formation of kerogen.^S
to
The formation of humic substances is not well understood. This is largely due
the diversity of their chemical structures. Because of the chemical regularity of the
polyethylene-like component, further investigations to isolate and thoroughly
characterize it, regarding chain length, end groups, and its reactions since the beginning of
the decomposition of plant residue, may be more straightforward than for the other
components. Due to its chemical stability, the crystalline component remains unchanged
over long times. Therefore, it could serve as an "internal standard" of the evolution of
SOM. In short, the semiciystalline PE-like component could bring a new perspective to
the understanding of soil organic matter.
6.4 Summary
Crystalline domains composed of poly(methylene) chains have been
unambiguously detected by solid-state NMR and wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) in
several samples of soil organic matter, including surface soil (peat), humic acids from
surface soil and young coal, and humins. From the melting range of 60°C to >80°C and 'H
spin diffusion experiments, a crystallite thickness of > 3 nm or 25 CH2 units is deduced.
The overall fraction of (CH2)n carbons in these materials is up to 9%, increasing with soil
age and insolubility. About half of this poly(methylene) is crystalline, the other half non-
crystalline and more isotropically mobile. The crystalline chains undergo fast dynamics
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around their axes at ambient temperature, as manifested by a smaller 'H line width itt
WISE speetra, shorter relaxation times, and larger ''C line widths than found for synthetie
polyethylene. The co-stallites are expected to be resistant to environmental attack and
thus inert in the soil and have long residence time. Their presence may affect many
physical and chemical properties of soil organic matter.
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